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NATO Ministers Discuss Military Reforms 

ft OWS 102491 Paris AFP in Enelish 1018 GMI 
’Y May 9! 

[Report by Graham Brown] 

{Teat] Brussels, May 29 (AFP}—Radical reforms im 
NATO to create a shimmer. more flevuble and modern 
fighting force for the post-cold war cra dominatcd a 

two-day mecting of NATO defence ministers here on 
Tuesdays and Wednesday. But plans to create a new rapid 

reachion corps (RRC) to respond guickly to crises 

throughout the 16-member alliance also highlighted sig- 
mittcant differences over the European Community 

(EC Vs defence ambitions 

The munesters approved a Britssh-led RRC comprising 

between 70.000 and 100,000 troops in two Britesh dive- 

wons, at least two more mined divisions from other F¢ 

countries, plus an undefined number of US. ground 
Tromgys 

They also agreed on the make-up of main defence torces 

comprising another seven multinational corps under 
(serman, Dutch. US. and Belgian command. with an 
overall planning staff given a rotating command 

(ine diplomat sand NATO's new strategy review was 
hased on the premise that, following the collapse of 
Soviet power mn castern Europe. the alhance no longer 

taced a communest force capable of breaking through an 

Iron Curtain and pouring into western Europe within 48 
hours 

The NATO diplomats were reluctant to give numbers of 
troop reductsons, but officials say the alhance’s forces on 

north-central Europe will be cut [by] about half when the 
plan comes into operation in the mid-1990)'s 

The ministers were also duc to discuss on Wednesday 

how to reform then nuclear forces in vicw of a new 

Strategy to rely less on nuclear weapons. NATO) os 
considering chiminating its aging nuclear stockpile of 
4.000 nuclear warheads, comprising 2.000 nucicar shells 

“OO short-range ground-to-ground missiles and a balance 

of airborne bombs 

NATO) pohcovmakers say the alliance wants a leaner 

nuclear torce based on air-to-ground missiles carried on 
ancratt, ships and submarines, capable of reaching the 
Soviet LU mon. The current arsenal cannot reach beyond 

the tormer Sovict satellite states of casiern Europe 

No decisions were to be taken in Brussels thes week. Thos 
will be left to a NATO leadership summit, expected im 

November 

But the centrepiece of reform, the rapid reaction corps 

(RRC). sparked critvcrsm from France which NATO 

diplomats sand was likely to affect new alliance mutia- 

tives, as well as European efforts to build a defence 
identity. France was not involved im this week's meeting 

since it withdrew from the alhance’s military structures 
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in 1966, essentially in protest at the dominant US. role 

lt has refused cflorts to tempt ot back m again 

The French Foren Ministry sand Tuesday that any 

efforts to give the RRC a dual role both within NATO. 
and outside ut to act as a European military force to 

protect European Community (EC) interests, was prenia- 

ture. Diplomats here sand thes was a clear indication that 

Francs «4s not prepared to return to the NATO military 

CGmmand, or give up longer-term plans for a European 
muliuary force essentially under EC control 

The community rs currently engaged im negotiations to 

forge yornt foreign and security policies as part of a 

proyect for political and coonomuac union 

The NATO diplomats sand the RRC was a British idea at 
compromise to create a raped interventionist force that 

could double as a European-onls mualitary structure, but 

at the same time would remam firmly connected to 
NATO) 

Several FC countnes, wotably Britain, the Netherlands. 

Portugal and Denmark. back the United States im 

msisting that NATO should not be weakened by the 
community's defence ambithons. But diplomats say 

France has been angered by US. onsistence that any 

European-only military arm should be restricted within 

narrow arcas of operation which excludes NATO coun- 
tres and all of Europe 

Thes sand thes difference was lkely to trouble relations 

withen NATO). and that France was now likely to block 

alhance cflorts to be more closely mnvolved with castern 

European countries and European security in gencral 

NATO) comprises |! EC countres—France, Britain, 
Grermans. Italy. Spain. the Netherlands, Belguum, Den- 

mark. Portugal. Greece and Luxembourg—plus the 

t noted States. Canada. Turkey. Norway and Iceland 

France and loeland are not represented in the alliance’s 

military. as opposed to diplomatic and planning. struc- 

tures 

LK To Head Response Force 

1 DO808 1446091 London PRESS ASSOCTAUIMON 
im Enelish 1478 GMT OS May 9! 

[Text] Britain 1s to command a 60.000-strong “rapid 
reaction” all-Evropean unit to face potential threats on 

the continent, 1 was disclosed today NATO ministers, 
on the first day of a mecting in Brussels, also agreed to 
reduce sharply the number of NATO) forces that have 

ned up since 1949 in central Europe to face an attack 

from the now-defunct Warsaw Pact. “We have found a 
balanced and satistactory soluvon on the organisation of 

the writs.” German Defence Monester Gerhard Stolten- 

berg told reporters 

The pount forces move comes mn the wake of the receding 
Sovect military threat and shrinking defence budget im 

the 16-nation alhance. But NATONs new strategy, which 
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will be approved formally al ay alliance surmmmat later thes 

vear. Still sdentitics the my lary might of an unstabk 

Sovect lL neon as the maim msk to western sccurits and 

says conflects on tne Middle East or castcrn Europe could 

Well be dealing with a 

British 

We need forces that will give us a range of 

NATO officials sand the 

would ‘i hiel 1\ th ailvhe Nun thal 

spill over ito alliance termiory 

much more complica sct of rmsks. sand ome 

ollmial 

‘ pir ms tor crises Manaecnwni 

new ores Slructiun 

lroops cowhd be used to det aggression and then with 

draw qui Als of the threat passed 

The raped reaction corps. with its headquarters om Ger 
mn woukd mclud four cds Snes Iw > would hy 

British. one with heays arn iW Another divmoor. mack 

up of troops trom Crermany. Beleewm. Holland and 

Britain, would be au-motwie. the officials sand The 

command and 

Meediter 
rancan T bey ts ot ha va uli pron styl hy ar aL if hy | S 

fourth would probably be under Italia 

consist of torces trom NATO) cowntres on th 

warplanes. helooptcrs and logistic support The corps 

also will rnclude nava suport ul details has et to ty 

worked oul 

\ mulli-natoona planning stall at NATOVe om itary 

headguarters in southers Kelowm « draw up contin 

gem plans tow wsine ite cy NATC0s force restr 

luring mca~apect cd to tye CoOMmMpicte Ty, YS The me & COrTS 

woukd mot Me the tiret u t aly 1) cal moa ores. ‘\ \ }«) 

finals sand a detences and ol cquipment wovulcl bye 

sont mutially t an Nati a b urogx undet threat 

Ihe alhance could then send a multi-national brigade of 

some SMM) Troops awhoch alread ants. as a sv mmol of 

widarits betore the larger to sas CoOmmitied in 

forces would not be able to operate outende NATO 

territow Sith thy alliarm has ho mandat 14) ade wi 

lurkes Offers Lo Help RRI 

PACSUSIOO9°9T Ankara ANATOLI tin de 

144° 0,007 ‘ Vu / 

Detense Mieninter Mehmet V azar 

Capital to lake part in the NATO) 

[Text] Brussels (AA) 

who ms on the Hy pian 

dctense ministers spring session meetings addressed the 

alhance s Detense Planning ( ommuitice on Tuesday 

Speaking on Turkey's expectations about the defense of 

turope. \ azar said the full membership of Turkes to the 

united European union « inevitable He also sand the 

latest developments mm the Balkans and the ( aucasus 

PCBIons May « rate cerTtam rsh toe lurks Ss socurity 

Yazar sand the Crulf war had showed. once agar, Tur 

Acy Ss central role wn Europeas security and detens 

As NATO stable sowthers momtwr thor sa hw 

Tork ycan contribute to th tutun creation of Europ an 

security order he sand 

V arar sand lurk ,mready to bring noocessary contribu 

thon to the creaton of multinatponal rapid reactnon 

forces [RR E |] within the alliance 
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NAT sources say the RRr wall be constututed of 7.000 

army personne! and four different corps, two of them 

trom Great Britain, the third one from Belgium, cth- 

criands and German forces and the forth one trom tank 

member countnes lke Turkey and Italy 

The RRF will be under British command 

VY azar 1s expected to meet on Tuesday might with US 

Detense Secretary Dick Cheney 

NATO's Woerner on East Europe, Spain, CSCE 

PU USO81191 Madnd ABC in Spanish 17 May 91 
pp 46-47 

lInterview with NATO) Secretary General Mantred 

Woerner by Ramon Luis Acuna, place and date not 
gi ‘ n| 

[Excerpt] [pacsage omstted] | Acuna] Mr. Secretary Gen- 

eral, do you belreve Uiat the potential threat which the 
Sovict Unon once constituted 1s a thing of the past, or 

do you beheve that NATO should still remarn alert” 

|Woerner] | am tempted to reply in the affirmative to 

both parts of your question. On the one hand, there 1s no 

dou that the threat of a direct attack on Europe, on the 

center of Europe, has virtually disappeared and 1s not 

expected to return. The withdrawal of Sovict troops will 

coptinuc, and the military dissolution of the Warsaw 

Pact «s urreversible. | can see no belligerent or hostile 

attitude om the Sovect hierarchy. However, we cannot 

close our eves to the fact that the USSR has a dominant 

military machine. The Sovect Umon remains and will 

remiin the strongest military power on the Eurasian 
continent. In view of its current—I would say almost 

tetal—state of instability, the balance of forces must 

continue to be maimntamned im order to be certain that 

Soviet troops will never be used against us, even if there 

are radical political changes mn Moscow. That 1s, ict us 
continue with the policy of cooperation, and even of 

treendship, but let us remain prudent and vigilani 

| Acuna] And the West should hasten to sign the nuclear 

and conventional arms reduction agreements before a 

turnabout occurs im the USSR. Is this not so” 

[Woerner] OF course. The ratification of the nuclear 

agreements has not yet been completely negotiated oF 
signed, nor has that of the conventional forces reduction 

ireaty. but the Soviets must respect the latier treaty and 

comply with its terms 

| Acuna] Were they cheatong” Is ut true that they moved 

heavy equipment to the other ode of the Urals so that 

would not come under the treaty and that they trans- 

ferred tanks to the Navy for the same purpose” 

|Woerner] Yes. They themselves have admitted this 

| Acuna] Are they prepared to retract” 
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|Woerncr] They have proposed a compromise solutvon 
It as not yet sufficrent. bul I trust and hope that we will 

soon surmount these obstacles. Gencral Mikhail A. Mov- 
seyey will be goung to Washington to thes end, and | am 
convinced that Gorbachev humsclf will help us reach a 

scttiement in order to be able to ratity thes nonnucicar 

arms reduction treaty, which seems to me cxtremely 

important. We. too. have made our negotiating pro- 

posals 

{Acuna} Are you afrand of a civil war on the USSR or a 

grave crisis which would adversely affect Europe” 

|Woerncr] I rule out nevther a grave crises nor a civil war 

but | would not lke to speculate about the hichhood of 

© great a problem. The Atlantic alliance supports the 

policy o! reform and opening up the USSR to democ- 

racy. We have shown great restraint and have never tried 

to weaken the Sovect Unmon even further, on the con- 

trary. many member sates have heiped ul. and we will 

continue on thes way if ot continucs to Cooperate with us 

[Acuna] The East European countries have the mmpres- 

son that NATO) +s shutteng the door om them faces. In 
your opinion, who will defend these nations borders” 

|Woerner] Let us approach your question another way 

In the first place. not a single one of these Countries of 

Central and Eastern Europe has apphed tor NATO) 
membership. and this 1s because they know thal we are 
not offermg it to them. We are making a new Europe 

with a new architecture which oncludes all the countries 

comprising it, not forgetting the Sovect Unron. Thes rs 

not the teme to change the military balance by extending 

NATO's borders. But this does not mean that we are 
closing the door to them, on the contrary. we have 

established diplomatic, political. and even military tes 
with them. At our June meeting in Copenhagen ut will 

become clear that we wish to cxatend these ties. you wall 
see. We will strengthen the CSC E. and the East Furopean 
countries are mn agreement with thes devclopment 

|Acuna] Se it 1% not truce that they are Seng denied a 
greater relatonsiup with NATO) on order not to annoy 

the Sovect (non 

|Woerner] Everything—well, let us say. a great deal— 
will depend on the USSR’s attrtude to these states. | hope 

that Moscow will realize that ts relations with them 

should be trend!) and based on equality and respect tor 

their sovereignty. ft 1s im everybody's interest. If we 

sucoeed mm creating this new Europe. the rsuc of pornmng 

NATO) will be unomportant. If we do not achieve thes 

because of a turnabout in Sovect policy. we will have to 
find other solutions for the East European countries 

[Acuna] What «s your opimon of the Spanish-ltahan 
proposal for setting up a Conference on Security and 

Cooperation i the Mediterrancan”’ Could « help keep 

peace mm the area” 

[Woerner] Ves. | firmly beheve so. Its a very construc. 

tive muitiative which | wesh success. The whole areca 
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whech thes body wall cover ss of increasing importance 

for the security of the whole of Europe. North Afinca, the 
Maghreb. and the Maddie East are an arca om crvsis, as the 

Gulf war showed us. lt could create a threat. and we are 
not at all interested mm waging wars or in having to defend 
ourselves, mmsicad we are micresied im preventing con- 
fleets and im stabilizing this region by polsical, cco- 

nomi, and social means. That 1 why I give Italy and 

Spain's sdea my full support 

|Acuna] What specific role do you assign to nt” 

|Woerner] lt will not be a collective security organization 

paralicl to NATO). and, morcover, 1 could never operatic 

as such because the states’ structures and interests are 
very different. It es much more useful m its Cooperative 

aspect and on its role of resolving problems by discussing 
them. contrbuteng financial add and social plans to 

them. or clse by estableshing cultural ties and exchanges 
in order to prevent them. The Mediterrancan should be 

not something that divides us bul something that uniics 

us 

j|Acuna] As ut happens. NATO s indeed now looking 

more to the south than to the cast. The Medsterrancan 

has become a hazardous place. You carler saw dangers 

mut. To what are you referring’ 

|Woerner] The politecal danger par excellence 1s insta- 

tility. There are others, such as religous tundamen- 
talism. population growth. and the explosive social prob- 

lems and mequalities. The gravest danger 1s the 
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. If you 

combine them all, the result causes great concern. We 
must work on order to defuse these dangers, bul we must 
also put ourselves on guard and adopt the necessary 

measures to prevent anyone from attackong or threat- 

ening one of our member states 

| Acuna] The U nrted States has said in the past that Libya 

sa potential danger. What 1s your opimon” 

|Woerner] Let us hope that the Libyan leaders have 

realized that an aggressive policy will do them no good. 
and that they instead wall display an attitude of restraint 

m ther external relatvons. Let us also hope that Libya 

will youn on the efforts made against the proliferation of 
weapons of mass destruction 

[Acuna] Why do you regard tundamentalism as a 

problem. Mr. Secretary Creneral’ 

|Woerner] Because on pornsng the other problems already 
described, t could form an explosive miature. As you 

know. ts a movement which tends toward extremes, 

and if t combines with molitary measures or rs added to 

poverty. « could desturb our security. As you see, the 

latter 1s no longer based solely on the military aspect, i 

is More HMportant to combat the sources of danger where 

thes arrse Economec and social solutions must be found 

to enable the Arab world’s masses to live decently and in 

peace Fundamentalism will thus lose its dangerousness 
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SDLP Boycotts Northern Ireland I alks 

LDIS805 113291 London PRESS AS8O0CT AION 
m Enmelish 1102 GUT 28 Vay 9! 

[By lan Graham, PRESS ASSOCTATION] 

[Text] The long-delayed Northern Ircland imter-party 
politecal talks were held up again today when the marnly 

Catholc Social Democrat and Labour Party [SDLP] 
tasked to turn up. Democratec | nronrst lcader the Rev 

lan Parsicy claomed the SDLP was operating “a sort of 
bovoott” after ts representatives tarled to arrive at the 

parhament burldings at Stormont om Belfast: He sand 
everyone was now ashing if the SDLP was “really com- 
mitted to these talks, as if 1s quite evident they are now 

lookeng for whatever cxcuse they can to heep away” 

Lister Secretary Peter Brooke was duc to mect | neonest 

and Allhance Party leaders for separate talks during the 

day. and had hoped to have a sesswon with the SDLP 
Despite weekend efforts to resolve remanming probiems 
there was still no sign of a final breakthrough om the talks 
process. which has now been held up tor more than three 
weeks. The delay centres on the name and terms of 

reference tor an independent chairman tor the stage two 

talks. whoch will mnvolve the Dublin pow crament. Britesh 

and trish civil servants met on Dublen last noght. but ot os 

undersioad they failed to finalise the terms of reference 

or complete a shortivst of candidates tor chanrman to be 

pul to the politcal parties om Northern Ircland Mr 

Brooke had hoped that if the terms of reference could be 

finalised over the bank holiday weekend the first stage 

talks between the parties could begin today while the 

msuc Of the charmman was sorted out mm tandem He does 

not wish to present any names to the polrtnianms hetore 
he has had confirmation from the radi eduals that thes 

are prepared to take on the poh of sclected—« hich could 

take a courte of weeks 

The SDLP says «f well return to Stormont for the talks 
only when the problems are resolvod—and clanms the 

protiems are with the U neonmsts mot ceclt t ister 
t monet MP Ken Maginnrs sand the talks were om corres 
and blamed the povecrament — Thes cress was created by 

the Northern Ireland Office. ot knew of was poung to have 

an mdependent chanman.” the sant He sand he was 

disappointed the SDLP was not there. but wad wanted 

all the aces and trump cards and was now “sulking” He 

added “We should be cnicring Mage onc talks that 1 not 

happening smply because the SDLP are not her 

UNITED KINGDOM s 

Prince Hasan Meets House of Commons Delegation 

IN2305141391 Amman Jordan lolevimonm Networt 

in Enelish 1900 GMT 21 May 9! 

(Report by Maha al-Sha’ir] 

[Text] Hes royal highness the crown prince discussed 
Middle East peace today when he met members of the 
Foren Affairs Commutice of the British House of 
( ommons 

Prince Hasan stressed the need for a comprehensive 
concept thal takes mto account the coonome. political 

and sc.urity aspects of solving the Middle East confhat 

The crown prince emphasized a transnational trame- 
work that docs not deal with the regron on a bilateral 
hasis only. Prince Hasan reviewed other rssucs that have 

to be addressed to [words mmdistenct] regional peace 
mcluding water, energy, and disarmament. His royal 
highness emphasized that all rsucs of the region should 

be dealt with equally withen the mternatronal legitimacy 

The head of the Britrsh delegation sand he will carry bes 
impression back to the British Parhament 

[Begin recording] [Delegation leader David Howell) The 
committee 1s a Commutice of inquiry. We are evaluating 

the many plans we've heard on the cxcremely compre. 

hensive and umagimative thinking we've heard. such as 
that just put forward on thes recent mectong And we shall 
pul that together with the many other opinions we have 
gathered in seven caprtals throughout the entire region 

and indeed including Turkey and Iran as well, And we 
shall put together our ideas and recommendations to the 
British Parhament 

| Al-Sha'ir] Does the Britrsh Parhament want to partic 
pate m a conference to solve the Middle Fast peace 

process’ 

[Howell] | thenk the Britrsh Parhament wants to sec. lhe 
the entire world wants to see and ofvrously everyone 

here wants to see, greater stability om the region If there 
rs onstabulity on the regron, that 1s onstabelety for the entire 
world. It 1s not pust a local maticr. So. we want to sce the 
sources of tensson overcome One ms the Arab-leract 

msuc, the Palesteme msue Another m maybe 1 now 
[words sndistenct] berng overcome. whech 1s on the Cult 
the Kuwarts neue There 1 a balance of power betwcen 
Iran and Iraq. There 1s a future om Saud: Arama. These 
are all matters that we want to see resolved If we can 

help ty the nght kend of contributvon and the meh 

conference, we are very ready to do so. fend recordeng) 
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A broad politcal consensus 6 needed. The Socal Dem- 
«<cTals are prepared to cooperate. “But we are not post the 

ones who will sort out the government's mess.” A grand 
coaltion « also oat of the qucsivon, as there 1 no 

emergency situatvon m the country “lt is only that wc 

have a government that cannot handic the problems in 
the country ~ 

Engholm said the government om Bonn has compictely 
given up looking aftcr the wcak members of socucty But 

the Social Democrats must not forget the “man m the 
strect who made the SPD and thes commtry beg ~ Oinly the 
rch can afford a weak sate the weak would be reared hy 
it [passage ometicd] 

Engholm promised that as party chect he well mot avon 

necessary confrontations However he refuses to make 

polrtecs that well turn opponents mite cnemecs He does 
not want followers He capects lov alt, and coms rowsness 

of the common task 

Fagholm Plected Party ( hairman 

1202005102191 Berlin ADN on German 0822 OU) 

oY May 9! 

[Text] Bremen ( ADN)}—Byorn Enghotm was clected the 
new party charman with an ovewhelmeng mayor, at 
the Social Democrat Party [SPD] Congress om Bremen 
today. He recernved 458 of the 470 vahd votes. There 
were seven votes against and five abstentrons The 
$i-yeat-old prime minister of Schleswig-Holstcm. who 
was the sole candidate for the office. «= the fifth SPD 
cheet wnce World War I!) Enghoim replaces Hans 

Jochen Vogel. who led the SPD smce 1987) The 

remaining bodes well be clected tomorrow 

SPD Calls For ‘bastera Marshall Plan’ 

LPld08 104001 Berle ADDN on teermean 1112 OVI 

78 Way 9 

[Excerpt] Bown (ADN)—The coonomen spokewmnas tor 

the Socal Democratc Party [SPD] Bundestag group 

lL we Jems, has called for an EC “eastern Marshall Plan” 

for the former sacualrst countrees of Europe and the 

Son ret U neon 

The Federal Cro crament bears special responsibility for 

cocremn developments mm the Last European states 

Jems told pournatlrsts on Bonn today Eoomomn policy has 

heen crcessively resircted to mitra (rerman problems 

recently 

In the SPDs veew financial and showld total arownd 16 
tbilhon German marks annually and be made available 
for a five-vear perved. the would amount to about 0) 5 

percent of the GNP of the EC countries. Thrs must also 
be accompanied by interest-free loans for purchases im 

castern Crermany and for marketong and sales avecstance 

for Last European products 

GERMANY ’ 

The SPD belewes that thes offer can be made at the 
works coonome~ summa om Londen m July. which 

showld also be attended by Sovect Pressedent Mobhasl 

Crorhaches 

At the same tome Jems called for Sowrct membecrstup of 

the major mmicrnatronal coonoma omstistutlvons such as 

GATT. the World Bank. and the IMF. A thorough 

reviwon of the Coacem [C oordmaton Commutice tor 
Multsateral Export Controls] int 1 also needed. Jems 
supports the sea of giveng further tramung to Sovect 

managers. and propsed 2 large-scale expansion of traning 

measures of thes bond [passage omitted] 

| ambsdorff on ( ealitivn, Subsidies, Capital 

OWS 14270) Berlin BERLINER ZELITUNG 

m trorman 24 Vay Yip 3 

limtervecw woth FDP Charman Ono Graf Lamisdort! 
by Dectmar Scher. place and date not given] 

{Excerpts} [Scher] Count Lambsdorff, you know the 
latest speculation carned by DER SPIEGEL that the 

Free Demooratn Party [FDP] 1s planning om tome to offer 
the Socsal Democratic Party of Germany [SPD] a coal. 
tron af they agree that Hans-Dictric! C onscher well be 
the chancellor of such a coalrtron 

|Lambsdorff] | have past come back from a short trp 

abroad. and | talked to Hans-Dictrich Genscher and told 
hem that henceforth | would snap to attention whenever 

1 talked to hum on the telephone. | told hem that berng 
suggesied as UN secretary general, as federal presedent 
and as federal chancellor all mm one week was really 

estremely impressive 

The truth «. of cowrse. that there ms nothing to such 

speculation [passage omitted] 

[Scher] What type of coalrtron does the FOP env rsage for 
the tutere” 

[Lambsdorff] | can very well concenve of different 
nuances regarding the FDP's statements on coalitions mm 
the Landtag clectroms of Hamburg. Bremen, Baden- 
Wverticmberg. and Schlesa ig-Holster 

{Seher] Well the Liberals lose thei coonomiecs menrstc. on 
the near future” Juergen Moctlemann has sad thar be 
will resen if subwedies are not reduced by 10 bilhon 
(serman marks [DM]. as he has demanded 

|Larntsdorff] | thonk he well remain coonomics menrister 
1 do not beheve that the Christian Democrat Union 
Chretian Socal Umon (CDU/CSU] well repect bes 
demand The budgetary requirements are so large that 
excuses and pretexts do not help anymore Juergen 
Moctlemann 1s nght to demand that the subsidies must 
be cut, and he has the full support of the party charrman 

[Scher] If you had to make a lit, which scares many 
people, what would of contain” 
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Beil stated that he thinks the accusations are “incredi- 

bie” and that he 1s “completely surprised” by the 

“impertinent actions” of the public prosecutor's office 

He 1s not guilty of anything and does not have any 
business contacts with Ausinan companics 

However, since his three-year stay from 1958-1961 Beal 

has had best contacts with Vienna. Beil’s son. for 

instance, 18 a business pariner of former Austrian 

Finance Minister Androsch. Androsch and Beil have 
been linked by personal fnendship for years. Beil 1s also 

said to have close ties with Vienna businesswoman 

Josefine Steindling. who 1s considered to be a central 

figure of the network of companies of the KPOc, which 
involves billions 

Since the public prosecutor's office started its investiga- 

tions of Beil, the Krupp company has also come under 

public criticism because of its close ties with the former 

foreign trade minister. Thus, in an open leticr Bundestag 

Deputy Weiss of the Alliance 90/Greens called for can- 

celing public orders to Krupp. Beil. together with 

Schalck-Golodkowski, “essentially participated in the 

exploitation of the GDR people and in arms exports to 

the Third World.” 

In particular, the latter accusation 1s umportant for civil 

rights activists in castern Germany, because Beil, as the 

man responsible for the arms company “Ingenicuricch- 

nischer Aussenhandel™ (ITA), practically controlled the 

entire arms trade of the former GDR. His ITA delivered 

not only weapons to other East Bloc states but also heavy 

equipment to Iraq or tanks to Ethiopia's dictator Meng- 

istu. And ut was Bei who, after the revolution, super- 
vised the closing down of Imes GimbH. the secret arms 

company of his State Secretary Schalck-Crolodkowsk: 

Former Spies for West Demand Rehabilitation 

10 2708163291 Hambure DER SPIEGEL in German 
27 May 91 pp 67-70 

[Unattnibuted report: “Good and Bad Spies” | 

[Excerpts] The former Berlin Senate official Bernhard 

Hannich, 67, earned great merit for the West German 

fatherland at a very carly date. As a young student of 

political scrence in West Berlin, who commuted to the 

castern part of the city every day, he carried out espro- 

nage activities for the Bonn “Blank Department” 

[Diensstelle Blank] on the fifties 

The student supplied blue carbon paper from the offices 

of the GDR “State Planning Committee” to the depart. 
ment, a predecessor of the Federal Defense Ministry 

The carbon paper had been used for protocol notes on 

energy planning and supply 

In August 1953, the transfer of blue carbon paper was 

discovered. Hannich was arrested eight days betore his 

State cxamination im East Berlin's Adlershot district 
where he lived with his family 

FBIS-WEL -91-103 
29 May 1991 

The punishment was severe. On 21 December—Stalin’s 

birthday—the Cottbus Bezirk Court sentenced the 29- 

year-old marned student and father of two children to 14 

years imprisonment. He had to serve 1! years until the 

Federal Government finally ransomed him in 1464 

Hannich has recently pointed out hrs fate in public again 

The retiree 1s one of the veteran spices who have formed 

a group after unification and who call for the final 

acknowledgement of their work for the West. At least, 
spics should not be treated “hke criminals.” Hannich 

claims 

According to the law, they are indeed criminals. On the 
basis of the unification treaty, all final convictions 

passed by GDR courts are taken over by the all-German 
legal system, including sentences against agents and spices 

of capitalism. Even for experts it 1s nearly umpossible to 

estimate the number of agents convicted in this connec- 

Won 

So tar they cannot expect to be rehabilitated. The reha- 
biittation law that was adopted by the People’s Chamber 

in the tinal phase of the GDR and which was more or less 

confirmed by the unification treaty only provides for the 

rehabilitation of persons who were convicted because 

they exercised “political mghts covered by the constitu- 

tion’ —demonstrators, for example. critical writers, or 
people who were dissatisfied with the regime and who 

tried “to influence the granting of requests for leaving 

the GDR with peaceful means.” 

However, the former agents consider themselves to be 

political resistance fighters against the SED [Socialist 

Unity Party of Germany] regime. The limitation of 

reparation to activities covered by the basic mghts of the 

GDR constitution ws “misleading.” Hannich has 

stressed 

To stage efficrent resistz nce, 1 was not possible to stick 

to the laws of the SED state and its Constitution, the 

former spy stated. According to the logic of the rehabil- 

itation law, many opponents of the Nazi regime are to be 

treated as criminals as well, even “the men of 20 July” 

who carried out an attack on Hitler. [passage omitted] 

Bonn politicans find ut difficult to arrive at a just 

solution for the German-Crerman spies. Never before did 

the double standard of morals become clearer than after 

the unification of the two Germanys, who were spying on 

each other 

It seems unjust to many jurists that the ail-Crerman 

judicial organs prosecute the heads of former GDR 
intelligence departments as criminals whereas their col- 

leagues at the Federal Intelligence Service receive their 
salaries as civil servants with duc honor 

Even the judge of the Federal Court of Justice, who had 

to make a decision recently about the arrest warrant 

against Colonel General Werner Grossmann of the 
former Stasi State security system, suggested to Bonn 

legislators that they climinatc this unsatisfactory state of 

affairs through an amnesty 
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However, an amnesty for spies from the East. which has 
been proposed by the FDP-led [Free Democratic Party 
of Germany] Justice Ministry in Bonn, has so far been 
prevented by hardliners in the Christian Democratic 
Umion/Christan Social Union [CDU/CSU] who are 
against treating “those responsible for the espionage of a 
regime that was not based on the rule of law” (Bavaria’s 
CSU Justice Minister Mathilde Berghofer-Weichner) in 
the same way as spies of the democratic West 

The distinction between condemnable espionage for the 
East and justifiable espior.age for the West should have 
been taken into consideration in the unification treaty. 
The agents who spied for the West and were convicted in 
the East should have been treated in the same way under 
the rehabilitation law as those sentenced for political 
offenses. 

However, a legalization of espionage against the GDR at 
this point would lead to new problems. 

The rehabilitation of spies could only be justified with 
the morals of the cold war, namely that the West should 
not consider activities as crimes that were directed 
against the odious system in the East. However, this 
justification would apply to a number of other offenses 
that appear to be punishable. [passage omitted] 

Documents Prove GDR Order To Shoot 

AU 2805140891 Hambure DER SPIEGEL in German 

27 May 91 pp 18-22 

[Unattributed report: “It Throws Shadows at Night” | 

[Text] The secret meeting in the strictly wolated GDR 
Defense Ministry in Strausberg near Berlin took about 
two hours. In the voice-secure room the eight partici 
pants with the right to vote, all members of the National 
Defense Council (NVR), talked to half a dozen invited 
gencrals about banal and everyday maticrs 

The increasing “readiness for aggression” of the West 
German Bundeswehr was once again an issue for discus- 
sion in the supreme command organ of the armed forces 
of the worker-peasant state. The introduction of the 
honorary title “meritorious military pilot of the GDR” 
was also discussed. 

Only stem number four on the agenda was dedicated to a 
problem that could not be dealt with by patterned 
Politburo formulas: the martial precautions to keep the 
western state border secure and to use any means to 
prevent “border violators”—as the GDR burcaucrats 
lingo called them—from escaping. 

First, Colonel General Heinz Kessler, then chief of the 
Main Staff or the National People’s Army [NVA] and 
later GDR defense minister, presented a 15-minute 
“report on the situation along the GDR state border with 
the FRG and West Berlin and along the sca border.” 
Afterwards, NVR Chairman and Head of State Erich 
Honecker felt obligated to issue terse orders 

GERMANY il 

The general secretary of the Socialist Unity Party of 

Germany [SED] ordered that “breaking through the 

border™ must “not be permitted at all.” Everywhere “a 

perfect field of fire” must “be ensured.” Honecker 

continucd: “If attempts are made to break through the 
bord. ;, firearms must continue to be used recklessly, and 
the comrades who successtully used their firearms are to 

be commended.” 

The perpetrator behind his desk in Wandlitz then asked 

his experts how capensive the death machinery along the 

border was. Licutenant General Fritz Peter, then head of 

the border troops, calculated “approximately 100,000 

marks” per kilometer for “equipping the state border 
with the new SM-70 fragmentation mines.” 

The general promised that defects in the mountings of 
the mines, which enicred postwar history as “self- 

shooting facilities.” would be climinated. The minutes of 

the mecting note that the discussion contributions, 

“taking into consideration the statements by Comrade 

Enrich Honecker.” “met with full approval.” 

The NVR mecting of 3 May 1974 could make legal 
history. The teat of the documents, which were found by 

West Berlin public prosecutors in basement archives in 
Strausberg aficr the revolution, has now been made 
public. The minutes of the meeting, summarized on 20 

pages from the 356-page transcript of a tape-recording 

(“secret command matter” GKdos-Nr. 19/74), are the 
factual evidence of the order to shoot to kill, which was 

issucd at the top echelon and whose exrstence has always 

been denied by the GDR leaders 

The Berlin pudiciary wants to use the document, which 

was later signed with a flourssh by Honecker, as the 

central prece of evidence in the attempt to bring to court 

the bloodiest crimes of the late GDR: the shooting to kill 

along the Berlin Wall and the border 

With this the mvestigators also counter protests im the 

cex-GDR that the former leaders of the totalitanan SED 

regime are tacitly enjoying some sort of amnesty because 
of the mactivity of the pudiciary, while tens of thousands 

of the victims of the SED comrades have to struggle for 

rehabilitation and compensation, if they have any legal 

grounds for that at all 

The shootings and the mine belt claimed about 200 hives 

following the construction of the “antifascist protection 
wall” on 13 August 1961. At the moment, 153 invest. 

gation proceedings are pending at the “Government 

Crime” central investigating group in Berlin. So far, the 

public prosecutors know the names of 38 border guards 

who killed people 

Over the neat few weeks documents trom the archives of 

the border troops, which are available to the investiga- 
tors, will reveal information about most of the so-far 

unknown soldiers, who “guided precision fire” (NVA 
order) at escaping GDR citizens 
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However, the yudiciary hopes that ut will be able to prove 
the guilt of not only the soldiers, who received the orders 

and who were mostly draftees, but also of the “Ench- 

manas in the state of unjustice™ (as one Berlin criminal 

police officer put 11). However, it 1s questionable whether 

this hope will come truc. Berlin's Justice Senator Jutta 

Limbach, Social Democratic Party of Germany [SPD]. 
does not want to just sce “the small fish hang.” The law 

professor says: “The path of ‘chain incitement’ from 

above to below, so to speak. must be followed.” 

While Honecker escaped to Moscow with Soviet help in 

mid-March. Kessler was arrested under the accusation of 
imcitement to premeditated homicide last week. exactly 

17 years after the NVR mecting. Together with him. 
other surviving participants of the Strausberg confer- 

ence. where the order to shoot was issued, were arrested 

—¢x-Prime Minister Willi Stoph. 76 

—ax-NVR Secretary Fritz Streletz, 64 

—€x1-NVR member Hans Albrecht, 7! 

chiet in Suhl 

formerly SED 

An additional arrest warrant was issued for former Stasi 

chief Ench Mielke, 83. who 1s already in prison. Two of 

the participants in the mecting. ex-People’s Chamber 

President Horst Sindermann and former Deputy 
Defense Minister Waldemar Verner, cannot be put on 
trial. Sindermann died last vear. Verner in 1982 

Other former members of the NVR. who. according to 

the minutes, were “excused” at the conference, have so 
far escaped any consequences. Among them 

—x-Poluburo Member Werner Krolikkowski. 63 

—ex-State Council Member Alou Pisnik, 79 

—¢1-Politburo Member Alfred Neumann. 8! 

—and Friedrich Dickel. 77 

minister 

Honecker’s lasi mnteror 

Last week the former ally. the Soviet Union, protested 

against the arrest of the old men at the Bonn Embassy in 

Moscow. While FRG Justice Minister Klaus Kinkel 
Free Democratic Party of Germany [FDP). defended the 

arrests as “justified.” the Sovicts complained about an 

allegedly intended “campaign to discredit leftist forces in 
Germany” (as Foreign Ministry Spokesman Vitaliy 

Churkin said) 

Last week the Soviets themselves were strongly sus- 

pected of having planned to help Kessler escape. On 

Whitsun Monday [20 May] the ex-defense minister 
together with his wife, visited his granddaughter—"a 
family duty for a grandfather.” as his East Berlin lawyer 

Wintned Matthacus pointed out 

Alt the same time, policemen torced the doors trom the 

basement to the attic in Kessier’s empty house in Berlin- 

Karlshorst, Koepenicker Allee 54, and changed the locks 
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They left a note that the new keys could be picked up at 

the police station. There the ex-munister was arresicd 

Concerning the previous events the persons involved 

provided different versions. Kessler. who, according to 

Matthacus. 1s an “honest and truth-loving man.” told the 

lawyer, whom he retained for emergencies. as usual 
about the date of a 14-day trip to the USSR that he 

wanted to make, taking up an old invitation by Sovict 

Defense Minister Marshal Dmitriy Yazov: departure by 

Acroflot flight SU 111 from Berlin-Schoencfeld Airport 
on Wednesday after Whitsun [22 May]. return on flight 
SU 596 on 4 June. His wife bought the tickets for 
*2.400-something marks” from (Matthacus) in the city 

office of the Sovict state airline 

In the view of Kessier’s lawyer, who was once the 
associate of the legendary GDR defense lawyer Friedrich 

Karl Kaul, the arrest of his prominent chent on suspicion 

of his intent to abscond was the “climax of nursance 

committed by the authorities.” A completely different 

version, on the other hand. 1s offered by the security 

authorities in Bonn and Berlin 

A person who was obviously acquainted with internal 

Soviet matters told the responsible official in the FRG 

Defense Ministry that the ex-defense minister planned to 

secretly escape to the Soviet Union. Kessler. in the 

uniform of a Sovict general, wanted to leave for Moscow 
in a military yet from the Soviet military airport Speren- 

berg about 40 km south of Berlin 

The alarming report from Bonn, passed on to the publi 

prosecutors via the duty officer of the Berlin police 

caused such comprehensive checks around the Russian 
airport that Moscow issued an official protest. Above all 

however, the tip set in motion the latest series of arresis 
of presumed arm-chair perpetrators from the ex- 

leadership carher than planned by the investigators 

As in the arrest warrant for Honecker of 4) November 

1990. in the new cases the investigators are accusing the 

defendants—for reasons of economy of trial—ot having 

caused four of more than 90 deaths at the Berlin Wall 

The young men were shot during escape attempts 

between 1983 and 1989 

Kessler, Stoph, and comrades are to stand trial tor the 

death of 21-year-old Silvio Proksch (according to inves 

tigations, he was killed “by a precise shot”), 20-year-old 

Michael Schmidt (“shot mm the back’). 25-year-old 
Michael Bittner ("31 shots of precision fire”), and 20- 

year-old Chris Gueffroy (“shot mn the chest”) 

Together with the accused Honecker. the pudge deciding 
on the arrest said. the arrested men decided “premeds- 

tated killing” in these four cases with their approval tor 

the NVR decision of 1974, “without being killers them- 

selves.” Like so many things im the west-cast icgal 

clean-up, this 1s a make-shift construction in order to 

bring the former commanders into prison at all. And 11 1s 

questionable how long they will have to stay there 
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Because. strictly speaking. the orders of 1974 had long 
been superseded when Proksch. Schmidt, Buttner. and 
(Gsuctiroy were shot. As of | May 1982 the border law 

passed by the People’s Chamber was in force 

According to Article 27, shootung at the border was 

“justified” to prevent a “crime” or to detain those 
suspected of committing “a crime.” And because Article 

213 of the GDR Penal Code classified illegal border- 
crossing almost exclusively as a “serous case” and thus 

as a “crume.” the use of firearms was permitted if the 

escapees exercised their mght to freedom of movement 

In order to prevent criticism from the outset in the wake 

of the policy of detente, the SED comrades fashioned the 

teat of the law along west German regulations about the 

“use of direct coercion.” A fine difference remained 

According to the western public prosecutors, the castern 
order to shoot veolated the UN agreement on civil and 
political nghts of 1966, which the GDR ratified and put 
into force in 1976. According to this agreement, “every 
person 1s free to leave every country, including his own.” 

“One can say.” Semor Public Prosecutor Christ: +h 

Schactgen, $3. head of the “Government Crime” ins.s- 

tigation group in Berlin, notes, “that the execution of 
thes order practically meant the death penalty for those” 

who wanted to act on their nght to freedom of move- 
ment between the barbed-wire barners. Even some NVA 
border guards see this matter mn a similar way 

“We were ordered.” former Licutenant Colonel Guen- 
ther Moll says as justification, “to enforce this border 

law mm every detail.” We had the order.” another former 

GDR officer says. “to discover border violators. arrest 

them, and destroy them” —destroy meant: “use of fire- 

arms, precision fire, and also shoot-to-kill” 

Since the closing of the demarcation line between Lue- 

beck and Hof 39 years ago. the then border police (east) 

had the order to prevent—using precision fire—any bods 
from entering the so-called K-10 control simp. In 1958 

the GDR organs introduced service order 11/2, which, in 
its version of 1959. “obligated” the border guards to 
shoot at escapees 

After the construction of the Wall. when the NVA took 
over the guarding of the Iron Curtain from the People’s 

Pohee, regulations were tightened again. On | October 

1961. then GDR Defense Minister Heinz Hoffmann 
issued the order (file number 76/61. “secret classified 

information”) that as of now the firing regulations of the 
NVA were on force. Kessler’s predecessor, Hoffmann. 

who was also a member of the NVA until hes death on 

1985S. extended the regulations to “guards, sentries, and 
patrols .. at the western state border” 

The border guards had to shoot al escapees if “there was 
no other possibility to arrest them” —in other words 

practically always. At that tome, after the construction of 

the Wall. support already came from the top. Al a 

“situation meeting of the Central Staff on 20 Sep- 
tember 1961 Hoffmann and Miclke complained that 
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there were still gaps in the antifascist defensive wall 
which had to be quickly closed by “digging trenches and 

laying concrete plaics and concrete beams.” In the lan- 

guage of monsters, the 14 participants under Honecker's 

chairmanship discussed the most useful configuration of 
the new death zone 

Miclke. for instance, advised against a wall along the 
green border around West Berlin. a wire barrier rs “more 

durable” and “more suitable for combating ssolations of 

the border.” Many comrades agreed with him. thew 
argument against a wall in these parts of the border: “lt 

throws shadows at night and offers good opportunitics 

for the enemy to approach.” 

Honecker himself, at that time Politburo member and 
head of the Central Commutice Security Department. 

then gave a number of detailed orders: So as to give the 
border guards a free field of fire. agricultural production 
cooperatives were permitted to plant “only low plants in 

the 100-meter restricted zone.” 

Under stem eight of the minutes, signed with the mitials 

E.H.. Honecker clearly expresses the order to shoot 

“Firearms are to be used against traitors and border 

violators... Fields of observation and fire are to be 
established in the restricted areca” 

Journalists Werner Filmer and Herbert Schwan. who 
discovered the documents in the Strausberg military 
archive during their research for a 45-minute television 
film and a book, which will be published by Bertelsmann 

publishing company in July ("Victims of the Wall—the 
Secret Protocols of Death”), also found additional doc- 

uments. The two journalists uncarthed hundreds of 

protocol notes of the border troops. which prove the 

smooth cooperation with the political leaders—<es idence 

“of cold purpose.” written in “the lingo of functronar- 

1S,” as the authors say 

The armchair perpetrators did not leave things at rsuing 
orders. They received extraordinarily detailed mtorma- 

thon about “special incidents” at the border and actively 

promoted the killers. This 1s proved by a number of so 

far unpublished memorandums of the SED Security 

Department 

Thus, on an “SED internal memorandum” form, on 24 
April 1967 the department reports to Honecker about 
“special incidents in the area of the I1th Memungen 

Border Brigade”. According to the report, which 1s 
signed by then SED Security Chief Walter Broning. the 
previous day Noncommissioned Officer and Cruard 
Leader Harald Gracte prevented “the desertion of hes 

guard, Private Kicesaticl, by using his firearm.” “Kice- 
saticl was fatally mnyured.” Gracte obviously acted in a 
particularly brutal way. According to the report to Hon- 
ecker, he had already overpowered and disarmed the 

fleeing Kicesaticl, who had snatched the submachine gun 
and the signalling pistol from his noncommissioned 
officer. Nevertheless, he started shooting. the report 
Says 
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Honecker wanted to have the dutiful killer rewarded 
immediately. The politscal bureaucrat noted by hand on 

the report: “Guard Leader Noncommussioned Officer 
(sracte Harald 1s to be promoted to leutenant immed:- 

ately EH” 

( ase by case the protocols of the border troops prove 
that killers were rewarded for their actions with bonuses 
and orders of merit. How mercilessly they obeyed the 
order to shoot 1s shown, for instance, by the death of 

carpenter Michael Schmidt. He was the 92d victim at the 

Berlin Wall whose death 1s now blamed on the accused 
GDR icaders 

(on | December 1984 Schmidt tned to climb over the 

Wall trom Pankow district. In “Secret Classified Infor- 

mation Nr. G/733 900" the mcdent 1s described 

While climbing over the hinterland security wall the 
border violator was discovered by boarder guards sta- 
toned 200 meters away on an observation power. The 

border guards called out and fired a warning shot. as a 
result of which ihe border violator increased his speed 

then the guards opened precision fire 

Noncommussioned Officer Udo Walter and Soldier | we 

Hapke are named as the killers. Licutenant General 

Klaus-Dicter Baumgarten, then chief of the border 
troops and deputy minister of national defense, reported 
Michael Schmidt's death to his superior Hoffmann on 

the same day: “It cannot be ruled out that covert enemy 

forces observed the use of the firearms and that proyec- 
tiles hit West-Berlin territory.” 

According to the new statsstics of authors Filmer and 

Schwan. 25-year-old Michael Bittner, who, according to 

the protocol, was shot by border soldiers Britzke and 
Nelde. «as the 95th vectem at the Berlin Wall. officially 
the w rn authoritees had counted fewer Until the 

revolutvon. Bittner was considered an “unknown 
escapee. shot on 24 November 1986 while he was 

clumbong the wall at 0130." 

During the night to 6 February 1989 Chris Gueftroy 

trom East Berlin, who lived to the age of 20. tried to 
reach the west through the Teltow Canal, together with 
hes trend Christian Gaudian, who was of the same age 
(,audian heard approaching border guards shout “Stop 
stand still” when hes frend fell down 

He was the last, the 97th victem at the Wall. Guefiroy 

also on the list of deaths blamed on the accused, from 

Honecker to Kessler. who claamed in 1988: “There has 
never, never been an order to shoot.” 

\t the moment the indictment 1s being prepared for tour 
of the men who killed Gueffroy—not because of man. 

slaughter or arding and abetting manslaughter. as this 1s 
the case with the old leadership, but because of murder 
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Confidence in Eastern German Industry Improves 

LD2608 142591 Hambure DPA in German 0935 GM 

” Vay y] 

[Text] Munich (DPA VWD)}—Business confidence im 
casiern German industry has improved since its low 

point at the beginning of the year. Despite difficulties in 

selling goods. signs of stabilizatvon in industry are 

increasing. the Munich Ifo-Instiutute for Economn 

Research found in collaboration with the Berlin Institute 

for Applied Economic Research. Around !7 percent 

(previous month 15 percent) of the just under 1.000 

eastern enterprises questioned in the March econom« 

survey foresee favorable devclopments in the neat six 

months. The current situation. however, 1s still described 

as bad by around 60 percent of the enterprises ques- 

tioned, despite a slightly positive tendency. On the other 

hand. orders have dropped. and im some cases even 

fallen below normal in western CGreerman industry. tor 

which the April results are available 

In castern Germany a slight upturn in demand could be 

noted for the first time since mid-1990. As in February 

production plans tor the reat quarter reveal a weak 

upward tendency. The price reductions of the past few 

months seem to be ending. the Ito-Institute writes 

Two-thirds of the castern firms complain of difficulties 

in selling therr products. Optimism about future business 

developments has increased further on the construction 

sector, as well as in the retail sector, on the other hand, i 

has waned in the wholesale sector 

Contidence about the economy's development 1s not 

reflected im the five new laender’s pob market: On 

balance. over 80 percent of industrial enterprises there 

forecast a reduction in personne! of almost 20 percent 

This 1s most predominant in the capital and consumer 

goods sector, In March. 93 percent of the industrial 

enterprises questioned were working part-time 

According to the economic survey, business prospects in 

western Germanys have become gloomuer tor the neat sin 

months. This 1s mainly based on a worse assessment of 

the domestx market. Orders placed in April were at 

around the level of the previous month. Order books 

emptied with slightly increased production. Production 

plans for the neat three months remain orentated 

toward moderate expansion 

The current business situation 1s no longer pudged to be 

quite so favorable in the western German construction 

sector. Scasonally adjusted constructyon output, and the 

filling of equipment capacity dropped. but was still 

Slightly above last vear'’s rate of 68 percent. Seasonally 

adjusted order books remain unchanged, with work for 

4.2 months. The increase in prices continucs unabated 
Wholesale enterprises assessed their trading position 

and im the retard sector, demand positively, as before 

mains lively 
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Economic Cooperation Minister on Aid Policy 

LDISOS215391 Hambure DPA in German 1311 GMI 
oS May ¥/ 

[Excerpt] Bonn (DPA}—The Federal Government, when 
granting development aid, intends to take more account 
of the prevailing political, administrative, and cconomK 
conditions im the recuprent countries than before. This 

includes the observance of human mghts as well as the 
democratic thinking of governments, arms cxpenditure. 
and the economic scope of some of the countries, Carl- 

Dieter Spranger (Christian Social Union). the minister 
for economic Cooperation, stressed al a news conference 
in Bonn on Tuesday. Criterna for a country’s “excess 
armament” are at present being worked out 

However, in his view the West European yardstick for 
the rule of law cannot always be applied. Therefore he 

shares the view of the majority of the Bundestag that 
China should again be given development aid. as long as 
the resources benefit the people directly. Spranger said 
Despite the continuing questionable human rights situ- 
ation, China 1s among the leading recipient countries 
Secretary of State Siegfried Lengl 1s at present negoti- 
ating in China about aid from Bonn for this year 
| passage omitted] 

GATT Chief Meets FRG Economics Minister 

LDISO8 213291 Berlin ADN in German 1253 GM] 

JS May ¥/ 

[Text] Bonn (ADN)}—Juergen Mocliemann., the federal 
minister of economic affairs. and Arthur Dunkel, the 
director-general of GATT, have come out in favor of a 
successful conclusion to the current GATT negotiations 
by the end of the year. As was learned after the meeting 

between the two politicians in the Economic Affairs 
Ministry on Tuesday. the agreement had to bring con- 
siderable progress im reducing trade restrictions and 
Strengthen the rules of international trade. A successtul 

conclusion to the round would be an inestimable aid in 
the development of market economics in the Central and 

Eastern European countries, including the Soviet Union 
and in the developing countries, a statement rssucd after 
meeting says. A fanlure of the GATT talks would throw 
international trade back to the level of the twenties and 
thirties and would affect cxaport-dependent countries like 

the FRG at the core of their cconomre interests 

Brandt: We Must Recognize Security Responsibility 

LD2908093391 Hambure DP 1 ion German OS24GM1 

oy Vai y/ 

[Excerpts] Bremen (DPA)}—Willy Brandt, the Social 
Democratic Party [SPD] honorary chairman. has called 
on his party to recognize Germany's increased respons: 

bility in Europe and im the world. Speaking to the 

delegates at the Bremen party congress today. he said 

this means the united country must play a different role 

mn security politics. “One does not get md of responsi. 

bility by shunning the underlying problem.” Brandt said 
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also m reference to the possible future use of the 

Bundeswehr, which the congress 1s to discuss tomorrow 
[passage omitted] 

The model of the Gulf war, where “one superpower took 

charge.” should not be taken as an cxample. “particu- 
larly not by us Germans.” Brandt sand. The principle of 

collective security can not be abandoned. “Humanitar- 

an. conflict-scttling, and peacekeeping missions on 
behalf of the United Nations cannot—if requested by a 

competent side—teally be refused.” Al the same time. 

will have to be made clear there 1s no question of a 
“German capedition corps.” the SPD honorary 

chairman said with reference to the concern that Crer- 

many could get involved in military adventures. [passage 

omitted] 

Federal Army's Navy To Be Based in Rostock 

LDOOUS 230.291 Hambure DPA in German 1545 GM 
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{ Text] Rostock (DPA}—The Federal Army's naval com- 
mand and navy office will be based in Rostock. This was 

announced by the commander, Flect Admiral Otto Cil- 

ax. in Rostock today. Of the new laender, Mecklenburg- 

Western Pomerania would be the most frequented with 

45 bases and 19.400 soldiers, the navy chict sand. The 

defense Arca Command VIII would be sect up im Newu- 

brandenburg 

A fighter wing will be stathoned in Laage near Rostock as 
the military airfield there—one of the largest and most 
modern in Europe—has the most to offer. The high- 
speed patrol boat flect will be based in Warnemuecnde 
and an airforce maintenance and supply regiment will go 

to Trolichagen. According to Cihax, however, the final 
decision on the national statroning plans would not be 
made until the beginning of July 

Soviet Troop Withdrawals on Schedule for Jan-Mlay 

LDOS8S08 172291 Hambure DP 1 in German 1656 GM7 
OA Vai y/ 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—Over the first five months of this 
year. the withdrawal of Sovict troops from the territory 

of the former GDR went mn accordance with the schedule 

agreed by the two sides. According to the Foreign Min- 
istry om Bonn on Tuesday. the German-Soviet comms. 

son noted thes at its third session in Berlin 

From January to May 1991 about 50.000 men were 

withdrawn into the Sovect Unron— 0) percent of the 

planned figure for 1991. In addition there were about 
12.500 units of different types of military technology and 
weapons, as well as more than 260.000 tonnes of other 

maternal The commission also discussed other questions 

relating to the handing over of deserters and to the 

security of Sovect soldiers and thei families 
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Political Parties Agree on Treaties With Poland 

LDO9OS000 79°! UW arsaw PAP in Enelish 0431 GMI 
oy Vay y/ 

[teat] Bonn, May 28—Leaders of the Bonn CDLCSI 

\Chrstian Democratic Unon/Christian Social Union] 

and FDP [Free Democratic Party] coalition agreed on 

lucsday that Bundestag should adopt a resolution in 

connection with ratification of fnendship and border 

ireaties with Poland. Spokesman for the German gov- 

ernment Dicter Vogel sand today that “histone, moral 

and tuture sognificance™ of the treaties should be hon 

oured om the resolutron 

Ihe document should also include Bundestag expecta 

ons on German-Polish relations that the treatics will 

imitiate, thes referring mainly to the protection of the 

(serman minority in Poland 

The coalition members also agreed that the treaty on 

good newhbourly relations and tnendly cooperation 

would be signed on Bonn on June 17 after ut was mnitialied 

in Warsaw neat week 

Meanwhile, leader of the Expelees Unison Hartmut 

Koschyk demanded that Poland should implement the 

right of the German minority listed in the treaty without 

any reservations and that Icgal and material conditions 

should be provided for capelees to return to their home 
land 

Censcher on Brandenburg's Role in Polish Relations 

LD OSOST OS9Y) Hambure DPA in German 1442 GM] 

'S Vay ¥/ 

| Text] Potsdam (DPA)}—Federal Foreign Minister Hans 

Devinich Genscher (Free Democratic Party) [FDP] has 

ponied out the umportant role that the Land Branden 

burg has to play on cooperation with Poland and Eastern 

turope. He will support the Land government in its 

efforts to establish good-neighborly relations with 
Poland, sand the FDP politician to journalists in 

Potsdam on Tuesday, during hes first official visit. Bran 
denburg 1s not only im a geographic, bul also in an 

cconomic sense a basic factor m the creation of an 

all-European cconomac, transport, and communications 

one. Expenence on the castern European markets has to 

be retained and extended 

(Csenscher announced that he would support the estab 

lishment of further border crossing points between Bran 

denburg and Poland. The border between Germany and 

Poland must be as open as possible. According to gov 
crament spokesman Erhard Thomas. the foreign min 
ister agreed al a pornt sitting with the cabinet to support 

the local border traffic mm Kuestrin 

Speaking to journalists, Brandenburg’s Prime Minisics 

Mantred Stolpe hailed Grenscher as the “architect and 

main organizer of German reunification.” Brandenburg 

stands fully behind the foreign minister Aficr cight 
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weeks of vesa-tree traffic woth Poland, capenences have 

been “outstandingly positive.” Isolated incidents are not 

important. sand Siolpe 

League of Expellees Protests Joint Polish Treaty 

1DOv08114191 Bertin ADN on German 1009 GM 

Y Var ¥/ 

| Text] Bonn ( ADN}—Lecague of Expellees President Her- 

bert (vaya demands a “correction” to the German- 

Polish “treaty on good-neighborly relations and trendly 

cooperation,” which, according to him, was concluded at 

the end of “insufficrent ncgotiations.” The treaty pcop- 

ardizes what other menoritics in Europe have achieved, 

he sand on a statement published in Bonn today. Czaja 

sand the treaty. which will be signed 17 June, ws a 

‘stumbling block to the necessary progress of the CSCT 
minority mehts” and strongly attacked the Federal for- 

cn minester. Genscher wanted “to finish quickly the 

ifcaty. an agreement whoch 1s lacking in contents, dom- 

inated by dissent. and which confirms a border without 

setting out a legal bases or giving a time, and which 

generally ignores the mmperative right to sell. 

determination.” The German side's negotiations on the 
ireaty were carned out “carelessly and based on wrong 

mstructions.” the politecian claimed. In his view 

immaternal matters.” ke the nght to a homeland and 

the tundamental meghts of CGreerman citizens, are “care- 

lessiy sacrificed for foreign demands and momentary 

international prance.” Czaja sand 

Concerns Over Polish-German Treaty Examined 

LDOSOST SY] Bertin Dewtschlandsender-Auliw 

Vertue on Gorman lous iW 27 Vai y/ 

[Text] The sternal political tug of war surrounding the 
Gserman-Polish Treaty on Crood-neighborly Relations 

continues, even during today’s coalition talks in Bonn 

You have already heard ut mentioned in the news—no 

final agreement was reached between top politicians 

from the Free Democratec Party [FDP] and the Christian 

Democratic Umon [(CDUPChrstian Social Union 
iC St} on controversial ports. A report from Micheal 

Bajohr 

| Bajyohr] Is the whole thing now for German's reputation 

in Poland just an embarrassing game, or a compictely 
normal question of mternal political dispute’ On this 

opmons are divided) The mformation provided by 

Finance Monister Wange!l after the three-hour coalitica 

negotiations was as short as it was lacking in substance 

[Begin Warge! recording) We started the discussion on 
that matter today. It will be brought to a conclusion 

tomorrow morning We are on the mght path. [end 

recording] 

[BRayohr}] The charrman of the CSU announced that in 

addition to the treaty there was gomng to be a Bundestag 

resolutvon. An amendment to the text of the treaty will 
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however, in all probability no longer come under con- 
sideration. Already on May 15 Foreign Minister Gon- 
scher. according to agency information, during a tel. 

with CSU Land group chairman Wolfgang Bocts: > 
reyected an amendment to the text of the treaty and the 

already prepared accompanying Ieticr to the agreement 

Amendments to these two texts, according to Genscher. 

can no longer be enforced in Warsaw. The CSU crit. 

cived the treaty because in its opimon ut did not suffi- 

crently ensure the protection of German minoritics in 

Poland. The CSU. for example, wants to include a clause 
whereby the names of places are written in both German 

and Polish, as well as double citizenship. The treaty 
should be officially signed on June 17. Chancellor Kohl 
also wishes to stick to this date. The Bundesiag Com. 
mittce for Foregn Affairs has already approved the 
treaty on its present form. The FDP received the signal 
trom the main federal commitice over the weckend that 
the party 1s not prepared to have the work of under- 
sianding and reconcihation with Poland disrupted or 
endangerd. There are fears that there 1 more im the 
discussion than merely an internal political conflict 

The CGrustay Stresemann Institute in Bonn 1s, by the way. 
presently organizing a German-Polish journalists’ 

meeting. during which reactions, like these conflicts 
could be reflected. The theme of the mecting 1s Grermar 
Polish stereotypes, and the reality of German-Polish 

relations today. Here 1s Gerhard Dude, study leader. on 
his caperimcnces with negative stereotypes of Germans in 
Poland 

[Begin Dude recording] Stereotypes are basically some- 
thing quite normai in relations between peoples That 

has to be sand, of course. But it has to be ached how such 

negative stereotypes, particularly negative stereotypes. 
actually arise. The German urge to cxapand castwards 1s 
also a wide-spread stereotype, in Poland too, and I have 

also heard from young Polish participants in my seminar 
of fears of thes kind. {he advantage of the days we live in 
now +s that they can be spoken of openly. For cxample 
linked to a possible new German settlement in East 

Prussia, Sovict fast Prussia, the opmmion was cxpressed 
that that would almost mean a new surrounding of 

Poland by Germans, by the great might of the Crer- 
mans—and that causes fear. This sort of fear must be 
discussed, and ut must be asked how it came to be 

| Bayohr} Do you think this kind of stereotype could also 

be strengthened by the events that have emerged during 

the negotiation of the German-Polish treaty’ Do you 

think that could lead to new fears on the Polish side. or 

have you perhaps already noticed this kind of reaction in 

the preparation of your conference” 

{Dude} I think the maim concern of the negotiations ts 
political problems, and stercotypes of course have a 

lesser importance. Of course fears canst on both sides 

and they must be addressed. Bul stercotypes arc some- 

thing more fundamental, which make themselves notice- 
able on the conscrousnesses of a wide range of sections in 
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socnty. They are independent of the relations of the 
governments in these acgotiations 

| Bayohr] Don't you think that the difficulties im putting 
thes treaty together could have negative effects, or do you 
sec it on the meantime as being complctecly normal, solcly 
an internal political matter for the Germans” 

{Dude} It would be nice to hope that that 1s the case, and 
it should go om thes direction. I do believe that both sides 
have a greater understanding of the others’ political 
system, and will not immediately want revenge for every 

sentence that 1s uttered somewhere, or develop fears of 

aggression. | think problems are fundamentally involved 
im Negotiations, on both sides. That rs pust part of ut. and 
in Poland | am sure the treaty will not be accepted 
without critecrsm. fend recording] 

[Bayohr] Despite that, one of the discussions will deal 
with the question: Do the Germans have a desire to 

expand casiwards’ Relations between Germany and 

Poland will remain sensitive. Tomorrow morning the 
wishes of the CSU will be on the agenda of the coalition 
mecting once again 

censcher Rejects Sudeten German Reparation Claims 

- 92708174291 Berlin ADN in German 1181 GM 

“°° May 91 

[Text] Bonn (ADN}—Foreign Minister Hans-Dictrich 
Genscher today strongly warned against “turning back 
the wheel of history”. On the contrary, a new break- 

through needs to be achieved in Europe. leading to a 
situation “where war 1s impossible once and for all.” the 
politician stressed on Deutschlandfunk, referring to the 
Sudeten Germans’ (SL) reparation claims to the CSFR 
Government. Everybody should recognize the “unique 

chance for Germans, Czechs, and Slovaks to unite as 

neighbors willing to build a common future.” By chosing 
thes way the Germans can make an important contribu- 

tron which, on the end, will also serve those who have lost 
their homes 

He sees hes task as foreign minister in holding serious 
negotiations and creating the contractual basis for a 
better future, Genscher said. The first CSCE foreign 
minister's conference according to the Charter of Paris 
in Berlin on 19 and 20 June will show that the peoples 

want to create this better and greater Europe 

Neglect of Claims Criticized 

10 2708104879) Hambure DIE WELT in German 

4 May Yi pe 

iC arl Crustaf Strochm editornal “Prague's Heritage” | 

[Teat] The return of expropriated property 1s one of the 

most contentious issucs in domestic and semi forcign 
policy of the former communist states. In the CSFR the 
question 1s particularly delicate because there were two 
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phases of capropration The first took place wmmecd: 

ately aficr the end of the war m 1945. and the scoend 

after the assumption of powcr by the communrsts the 

“Praguc February coup” of 1948 

The federal parhament in Praguc has now adopicd a law 

on the return of land that only covers property capropr 

ated after 1948. Thus. 1 1s clear that nether the Sudcten 

(sermans, nor all ( zechs and Slovaks as well as Hungar-. 

sans (in Slovakia) who lost thew property under the 

precommunist government—mostl, under mhumanc 
conditions—<an hope for a return of then property oF at 

least a Compensation 

It 1s not very encouraging that Foreygn Moinssicr Dienst 
bier, a close ade [Veriraute,| of State Presedent Havel 

flatly reyects any talks with the Sudceten Germans. thus 
mdirectly pustifying the decree of the “hbourgeor” Pres 
ient Eduard Benes on the “resettlement” (which actu 
ally was an capulsion) of the German population trom 

Bohemia, Moravia, and Slovakia 

The current leadership of the Sudeten German refugees 
has behaved in a moderate and by no means extremist way 
m its talks with the government in Prague and showed 
readiness for compromise. The Catholic bishops un Czech. 
oslovakia—who, as a matter of tact. apologized for the 

behavior of the church in connection with the cxapulsion— 

have publicly recognized that Sudceten Germans have been 
providing considerable maternal and intellectual support 
for the people mm the CSFR for many vears 

Nobody considers the restoration of former conditions 

possible or useful, However, one cannot ignore the tact 

that milhhons of mnocent people who had not done any 

harm to the Czechs were driven from then homes and 

deprived of their property after 1945 It would not be a 
good sign for a future peace order on the center of Europe 

if the Sudeten Germans were excluded trom the regula 

thon of Czech-Crerman relations 

Israeli Envoy Reviews State of Relations 

LDIOOS 168191 Berlin ADN in German 1441 OM) 

2” May 9/1 

[Excerpts] Potsdam (ADN}—CGerman-Israch relatrons 
have now passed the low punt reached following ten 
sions caused by illegal arms supplics to brag by Grerman 

firms, Ambassador Benjamin Navon sand at a press 

conterence on “Isract Day” in Potsdam today However 

the diplomat made it clear that the rssuc of the admissron 

of Sovict Jews into Germany has met with littl under 

Standing in his country. Isracl 1s the home of all Jews of 

the world, Navon sand. During the Gulf war 270 people 
emigratcd trom Isracl to Germany 

(in the same day Navon pand his first visit to the head of 

government, Mantred Stolpe. and the president of the 

landtag. Herbert Koobloch [passage omiticd] 
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In a retrospective speech, Navon regretied the anti-Isvach 

poly of the GDR Government until 1987. which con- 

tanned “sgns of ante-Scmunm” During a vest to the 

memorial site of Buchenwald. he was taken ahack to find 
that the mformation brochure did not contam a singic 

word about Jews. “but two whok pages about Thact- 
mann 

Genscher Views African Problems, Partnership 

EDOSOS 10791 Rerlin ADS on German 1100GMI1 

"8 Way ¥/ 

[Text] Bonn (ADN}—Afnica can rely on the fnendship and 
sohdarity of the Germans. and ut remams a “center of 
(serman development policy.” Foreign Moenisicr Hans- 

Dyctrich Crenscher sand at Africa Day om Bonn today 

Al a recepteon tor African ambassadors. he stressed that 

the unsied Crermany will fulfill its responsibility toward 

Afra. The Federal CGrovernment’s draft budget for 1991 
provedes for an mcrcase in the development budegct of 

nearly & percent. Geenscher sated Compared to the 

budget as a whole. thes 1s “over-proporthonal ~ 

(renscher told the Afncan diplomats the Federal Gro 

crament remains committed to cooperation hased on 

partnershup with the African countries Some 40 pe cent 

ow all and provided by the Federal Republic “tradition. 

ally goes to the African continent — 

The Grerman foreign minister called on internatwnal 

financial orgamizations “to ummediatcl implement the 

det strategies.” particularly those concerning the 

African continent. By warning det, of African countries 

worth 6 8 bilhon German marks. the Federal Republa 

has made an important contribution to takong the pres 

sure off the Afmcan natronal coonomics, and a will 

continue to work for acceptable solutrons to ondividual 

dem situations, Genscher sand He came oul agains 

profectonmt measures on the part of the industnalzed 

countnes and promised to continuc to work for a situa 

thon where Europe “1s not a trade fortress with bolted 

gaics. but a house with open doors 

Crenscher acknowledged the cflorts of the Organization of 

Afrmcan Unmety (COAL). whech he called the pacemaker tor 

the devclopment of principal valucs of African national 

politics He sand the devclopments im the process of 

national reconcihation im Angola are positive Somilar 

peacetul solutions should be worked for im Mozamtiquc 
and on the countries on the Horn of Africa The Federal 

Croverament will keep up the pressurc. together with the 

Afrocan Mates. for the measures to overcome aparther im 
South Africa to be implemented as soon as powublc. the 

(rserman foresgn minister stressed 

Ihe escalatvon of vrolence, which, he sand. should be 

contamned mainly by the South Afncan Crovernment and 

iis security forces. must not pcopardize the dialoguc 
(renscher sand) He encouraged considerations to allow 

the (PAL) to play “a greater part on the solutvon of violent 

internal conflacts” om Africa's Mates 
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Norwegian Prime Minister Arrives in Stuttgart wchcomed at Stutigart-Echicrdingen Airport by Ere 
Teufel, Chrwstian Democrat UU neon, menistcr prew- 
demt of Baden-Wuecrticmbcrg The official vest well 

focus on gucsions of coonemax Cooperation between 

[Text] Stuttgart (DPA}—Norwcgian Prome Monestcr ihe two countnes. Tomorrow. Mrs. Brundtland wll 

Gro Harlem Brundtland arrived in Baden- open the “Norwegian Economea Conference “YI m 

W uertiemberg on a two-day visit thes evening She was Muttgart 

LDIS05 00891 Hambure DP 1 in German 1727 GMI 

J8 May 9! 
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unless a coordinated and programme could come out of 

nu. US. Presdent Goorge Bush has been quoted as 
having reservations on a Gorhaches mvitation to the 
London summit because of the parlows state of the 
Soviet coonomy 

The other G7? members are Canada and Japan 

Mitterrand on Interstate Agreement With Hungary 

LDISOSU9S "UO! Budapest MTV Televison Network 
in Hunearnan 1905 GUT O4 Way 9 

jintervecw with French Presedent Francon Mittcrrand 
by unidentified correspondent. place and datc not given 

Mitterrand’s responses in French with superimposed 

Hungarian translatron—tive or recorded] 

[Excerpts] [Correspondent] Mr. President) The first 
comprehensive imterstate agreement im the hestory of 

France and Hungary berg prepared) What the 
significance of thes agreement” It seems tha: the signing 
of thes agreement 1s urgent for Hungary. while France is 
takong its tome Why os thes agreement not being signed 

mmediatcly” 

| Mitterrand] VY ow say that thes 1s the first one, so thes fact 

itself os of great mmportance. [passage omitted] The 

development of our relations naturally bed to the need to 

conclude an agreement. We have already made a simular 
agreement with several other countries, with countries 

traditionally related to France. You say Hungary urges 

the sogneng of the agreement more than France | do not 

know about thes. France has agreed with the nica of an 
agreement from the beginning The working out and the 

discussion of the teat of an agreement requires time, of 

course. However, 1 will take place soon. I cannot say any 

more 

iC orrespondent| Certamn peuple wm Budapest think that 

im some sense thes agreement can counterbalance. tor 

instance. the Sovect-Romanian ag cement ( an an agree- 

ment lhe thes counterbalance anything at all” 

|Mitterrand] It « certamly not aumed at that Thes 

agreement 1s not to be made to compensate agreements 

between other sates. other countries [passage omitted] 
The development of French-Hungarnan relations 

depends on Hungary's geographical and political situa. 
thon on the one hand, and on the role Hungary wants to 

FRANCE bd | 

play mm Europe. withen the framework of the cxrstong 

European insisiutions. on the other Therefore | thenk 

that thes agreement can be caamuned only on is own 

sithout any reference to others. [passage omitted] 

\( orrespondent| You have mentioned minority mghts 

Proor to your pourncy to Romania you took a Stance m 

favor of collective mghts of munoritics. What are your 

veces on the situatvon ftaceng the Magyar minority m 

Rumania” 

| Mitterrand] | regard the marmtenance of the unsty of the 

Mates as dewrable. At the same tome, | also regard the 

acknowledgement of the mghts of the minorities as 

dewrablic. lam not only talking about Transylvania, but 

about all minorities on Europe. [passage omitted] 

Mugabe Pays 1-Day Visit, Speaks at Embassy 

WACOPOS 194291 Dakar PAIN Gin Leet ISOS GMI 

4 Vay 9 

|\(Quotation marks as received] 

[Test] Parss. 24 May (ZIANA/PANA)—President 

Robert Mugabe Friday om Paris sand his government 
would not allow the situaton at the University of 

7imbahawe where the students are boycotting classes to 

drag on 

Mugabe. who s om Parts on a one-day official vest to 
France, told members of staf! at the Zimbabwe Embassy 

that [the] government cannot sce the ratronale whock 1s 

causing all these disturbances”. In thes particular case. he 

sand both the students and lecturers were to be blamed 

We cannot accept a sttuatron where people do not take 

serrously the tacthtves that we take serrously.” he sand 

There are «© many people m the country, more than 

0.000, who are demed an opportunity to be at the 

universily 

He sand that the University of Zimbabwe Amendment 

Act had been promulgated after close consultation with 
university authorities who had sought for legrslatron to 

give the vice chancellor more drscuphnary powers over 

Students 

Mugabe sand what had happened at the university 

recently was pure thuggery and hooliganinm He sand the 
government was, however, happy that some of the su 

dents had gone back to classes 
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Feed Aid le Be Sent to Angola, Mezambique 

LDPOROS II O81 Lashom RDP lnternaconal 

m Tortwcnew: 0600 GMT OS Maw 97 

| Text] Portugal well be contributeng woth another dona- 

thon of over 40 millon escudos as toad asd to Angola and 
Movamiuguc The decemmon, ehach was drectowd m 

Hrusscts by Durao Barroso, Portugese Secretary of Mate 
for Foren Afflaws, was taken as part of the EEC's 
special and program tor the most severely tamuine 
Mreken Afmcan peoples 

The Afrecan famine msec was a man fiom on the agenda 
of the EEC ’s Development C ouncel mecteng whach took 

place m Brusechs yesterday. Tryeng to adopt a future 

polxy on cooperation, the cowncd also debated the 

dctense of human mghts msuc 

Communist Party | eader Canhal Warns Socialicts 

LD USD 491 Liston Radw Renancnca 

m Portucuce to bu rm PR GMT OO Maw 9 

[Excerpt] The Portugucse ( ocnmunmnt Party gave a news 

conterence at Cova da Prodade near Lishon today. The 
main pornts on the agend: were the legrsiative clectoms 

to be held on 6 October and the strategy to be adopted by 

the party 

Secretary General Alvaro Cunhal started the news con 

ference by warning that the Socialist Party well not have 
the absolute majority wants Ragucl Alexandra 
reputs 

|Kegin Alexandra recerdeng! Theos morning. Alvaro 

( wnhal was able to sem up m one paragraph all the 

messages that recently he has been sending to the 

Socialet Party In other words, as tar as the communnsts 

are concerned. nonce of the democratn par. “S are ma 

positron to be able to reach an absolute majors on ther 

own In the old leader's operon, thes «6 a good enough 

reason for the Secilet Party to comder that ts strategy 

tor the ov cnatual formation of a gov crament will have to 
im laude some sortof understanding with the ( ommunnt 
larty 

( wnhal made «ft clear that, with regard to hes party's 

comdrtroms tor reachong an wnderstandeng, the Commu 
not want to he a crutch to any party. He 

( ommmennt Party « pertectl atte to take 

nest Party dow 

"nh th» 1? 

PORTUGAL 
PRIS WEL 91-908 

y Miew 1991 

on the respomseibelety for the heghest state persetecrms 

mctudeng menestcrial porset eco 

However. the Commenmnt Party sccrctary pemera! 

warned the party s members ahout the powcrfel means 

the Sacual Democrat Party has af ots diapenal feo 

mfucncung the clectorate and that a ns capalle of downs 

anyiheng m order to achecve an alwolulc maporety 

Withen thes comteat. Alvaro C enhal mentroned that 
apart trom the Mates rewenuc, whch accordeng to thx 

( ommenm Party the Socsal Democrats ow and show 

the Socsal Democrats: Party also cnpoys other resowroes 

with a mystcnous ong enctoding the muilloms of 

csxcudos pand mndivedually as performance tors 

The nateonal comterence clhoseng speech well be also mack 

by Alvaro Cunhkal fend recordeng] [passage omriticd] 

PCPs Carles Costa Visit to PRC Reported 

PUCROS TIS OO) Lashom (1 1NTP on Porte 

16 Mav Yi pis 

[i natirvbuted report: “« aries ( esta om Chena] 

[Test] Carlos Costa. a member of the PCP [Portugeces 
Communrnt Party] Central C ommuetice 's ( central ( ontrol 

and ( adres ( ommuetiec, veertted the PRC trom 18 Aprel te 

4 May 

( arlos Costa met with Song Ping, a member of the ¢ MX 

(Central C ommuitice's Polrtiwcal Burcaw and ts Niandeng 

Committee, Zhu Liang. a (Central ( ommuitice member 

and director of the tnternatronal Liarnon Department 

and Li Shusheng. a Central ( ommmetice member and 
deputy director of the internatronal Lianon Depart 

ment. as well as with offer semror potrtecal officials of the 

crtees vesrtted—Bewing, Shangha: Dahan. and Tianjyen 

Al the mectongs. information and views were cxchangod 

on the situatron m Portugal and the PRC and on the 

respective partes actrvety and current aypects of thx 

micmnatonal situation, and matters comcenming cooper 

atvon between the PCP and the CPC were drowned 

Carlos Costa's weet to Chena confirms the relations of 

inendship, cooperatron. and sollarity carting betwcen 

the two parties. which represent an empertant comtrihe 
tron to the development of relatroms between the two 

peoples and the two Countries 
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PSO Secretary General Comments on Elections 

LDOOUS 4891 Madnd RNE-1 Radw Network 
m Spent 1 OOGMT 2” Mav 91 

| Teat) Thes afternoon, at the end of hes meeting with the 
lunman presvedent. who rs on Madrid on an official vesit, 
|Proome Menester] Felope Gonzalez give hes first assess- 
ment of the clecthon results and sand that of 1 still too 
carly to speak of [electron] pacts 

| Regen Cronzalez recordeng] | thenk «1 1s carly to speak of 
pacts Haveng been the leader of the Socsalest Party for 

|”? years. nearly 17 years as secretary general—the first 
thong | have to say. and I hope that all my collcagucs will 
umdersiand . and will do the same—the first thing | 
have to say es that of has to be drscussed mnternally. withen 

the party. The federal commuettce has to have the law 

word The attempt to rush opmmonms m onc way oF 

another seems to me to be mappropriate given the 
party s normal working practices. So. the federal com- 
mitice has to meet and make rts decrsson fend recording] 

t vecutive Committee Reports 

LDCS OOS a9) VMadnd RNE.1 Radi Network 

n" \panwh PWG Oo” May 9 

|Pxcermt] The PSOE [Spannh Socsalat Workers’ Party] 
federal Exccutrwe Commetice met thes afternoon to 

analyre the results of the local and autonomous clec- 
trom Pedro Fernandes ( espedes reports from the 
Socialt Party headquarte s 

|\C espedes| Just as Alfonse ¢,verra ded last night. the 

members of the Federal Excowtive Commuttice gave a 

very postive avseworment of the results ofttamned by the 

ysl oom these clecthoms because the Socualt Party 
recenved the most votes Throughout Spar. many more 
than the meat poletecal party Furthermore.  mecreased 

ts percentage of the vote om relatvon to the 1987 clec- 
toms Acoerdeng to the Federal Exccutiwe Commutice 

these fperes make «ft tvhely that m the majornty of 

Sownrsh bocal comwncrs there well be socsalet mayors and 

that the PSO well also gowern om the majority of the 

jwlomomows communities the parhaments of which 

have pest hoon rectocted 

Ihe bederal Tewccuttwe Commettce has decoded that 
hoc awee the PSO was the party carmeng the most votes 

should guarantee stability on those autonomous govern 

ments and local cowncels where the Socsalet Party did 

not ota the absolute majority For this reason, the 

Socralet Excoutiwe Commettce has decided to call an 

eviraordmary meeting of ts federal committee. the 

party S bughest ranking decrwon-making body between 
congresses, for 6 June. [passage omrtted] 

SPAIN 

Ben Ali Visit Continues, Accords Signed 

LDISOS 1 °S691 Tun Tunrwan Reputdn Rad: 

Ncrword on Arafec 1200GMT OR May 9! 

[Report from Madnd by wnidentified correspondent] 

[Excerpt] [passage ormiticd)] We would lhe to pornt out 
that the officsal talks betwoen Prewdent Zeme FE! Abidine 
Ben Ali and Spanish Prme Miniwter Mr Felipe 
Gonzalez commenced today at noon at the Spanish 
Government Palace. Paralicl to these concentn ad pres 

dential politecal activetecs. the rest of the Tunman 
delegation also had concentrated activities. which 
included on particular the cconomen and cultural sectors 

In thes Contest, sia agreements m the fields of finance 
mdusiry. and technology were signed thers morning im a 
working sessson charred by the foreygn meinrsters of the 

two countnes The most important of these agreements 
none wherehy which Spar grants Tunma $100 mithon 
loan Another 1s betwcen the agency for the advancement 
of mdustry and as Spanish counterpart om the field of 

mvesimMent protec Tron 

As for the culter.. aspect, the two wdes agreed that Spain 
will partecepate om the restoration of Chokh Castle m 

Tunes Lake. whech « an ofd Spannh castle The « m 
addition tO 4 Cooperation project to preserve the 

archives of the natronal library 

Ladies and genilemen, thes 1 a suremary of the most 
prominent ports of the second day of the state visit pard 

by Presedent Zme F! Abedene Ben Al te Spam 

Visit Reviewed 

iL 29OS08 1991 Madred RNT-RE im Spanish to Europ 
1120G MT O8 May 9! 

{Fxcerpts] Tunmian Presedent Zine £1 Abedene Ben Ah 
has stressed—during hes official visrt—Spain's role as a 
privileged mmterloctor for the Maghreb with the E¢ 

Tunnan Presdent Ben Als at present bunching with 
Spanish Prome Moenester bchpe Cronzalez with whom he 

has had a second rownd of talks. Previously, the Tunrman 
and Spanish delegation held working meetings and coo- 

nomen, cultural, cducatronal, and screntitn and technical 
cooperation agreements were signed The coonomn 

agreement mvolves granting a ime of credits to the 
Maghreb country amounting to 10 billon pesetas tor 
mfrasiructere work Hall of thes money 1s berng given om 
wot credets, thal 1s. with bow rates of mpterest and over a 

hong time 

Presdemt Ben Ali's vest to Spar will end today arth a 
reception for the Spanish king and qucen that the Tum 

wan presedent will host om the Pardo Palace [passage 

omitted] 
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Tunisian President Ben Ali was received by the presi- 

dents of the Congress and Senate. In the International 

Room Felix Pons, president of the Congress, after 

praising the political plan of democratic pluralism 

backed by Ben Ali, said there can be no real stability and 

balanced development in Europe without stability and 

progress throughout the whole of the Mediterrancan 

region. He also warned thal progress toward democracy 

and modernization runs the risk of fasling because of the 

intolerance that comes from frustration. According to 

Felix Pons, Tunisia has a privileged position for 

sirengthening cooperation in the western Mediterrancan 

[Begin Pons recording] We have supported the opportu- 

nity to globalize relations with the Mediterrancan 

through the plan for a conference on security and coop- 

cration in the Mediterrancan, not as a structure for 

resolving specific crises but as a process which will 
include all the countries present and with interests in the 

region and which will promote cooperation for the 

development and realization of common valucs between 

different cultures and beliefs in a stable framework of 

security. In Spain we believe that Tunisia has a privi- 

leged position to become the keystone of initiatives like 

the ones mentioned. [end recording] 

Tunisian President Ben Ali sand Spain's experience along 

the path of democracy 1s a model to be followed. He said 

there can be no peace and stability in the Mediterranean 

region unless the mequalities between the Mediterra- 

nean countries are treated effectively. Ben Ali also sand 

alter giving support for the conference on security and 

cooperation mm the Mediterranean, that the conflict in 

the Middle East can only be solved after the Palestinian 

question has been resolved 
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Foreign Minister on Sahara, Latin America 

LD2605082791 Madrid RNE-1 Radio Network 

in Spanish 1800 GMT 25 May 91 . 

[Text] Spanish Foreygn Minister Francisco Fernandez- 
Ordonez spoke about the future Sahara referendum 
today on his return from a visit to Bolivia and Ecuador 
The minister said that no one 1s pressuring him to 
collaborate in any way—referring to the accusations 
made recently by the foreign minister of the Saharan 
Republic. Here ts Angeles Bazan: 

[Bazan] The Saharan minister's statements referred to 
Morocco pressuring Spain not to collaborate in the 
Sahara referendum. Fernande7-Ordonez not only denied 
this, but added that the best thing that Spain can do in 
this self-determination referendum 1s not to gct in the 
way. However, he added that if the United Nations asks 
for participation in its verification our country would do 

what ut could to cooperate 

The minister described as intense and frurtful his visit to 
Ecuador and Bolivia, where programs for trading rela- 
tions in the future were examined and lines of credit for 
cooperation to the tune of 350 million [corrency not 
specified] were signed with Ecuador and of 125 million 
[currency not specified] with Bolivia for the export of 
Spanish goods and services 

During a stopover in Caracas the Spanish delegation 
inquired about the talks between the Salvadorean guer- 
rillas and the government of that country to end the civil 
war which has now lasted a number of years. This ts 
Fernandez- Ordonez’s opinion on the progress of these 
mectings 

| Begin recording] The impression ts that we are in the 
final straight of these negotiations, bul one can never 
know because it has happened so many times. They are 
talking about a timetable of 10 or 12 days. That 1s what 
they hope. There 1s no deadline; that 1s to say, when they 
are talking about 10 or 12 days 1 might take longer. [end 
recording] 
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Denmark 

CSFR President Vaclav Havel Arrives 27 May 

LDISO05 183791 Praeue Ceskoslovensky Rozhlas 

Radio Network in Slovak 2000 GMT 37 May 9] 

{Teat] Czechoslovak President Vaclav Havel today 
arrived in Copenhagen from Finland: he will deliver a 
speech when receiving the prestigious Sonning prize for 
exceptional contnbution to European civilisation, and 

have talks with highest Danish representatives on coop- 

eration. above all concerning the restructuring of the 
cconomy. President Havel was personally welcomed at 
the airport by Queen Margrethe Il and her husband 

Prince Henrik 

From there the Czechoslovak representative left by air 

for a tour of the agricultural settiement of (Gorslev) 
about 60 km south of the capital. The owner of the farm. 
(Peter Sezdort). with his 55 employees, manages 1.650 

hectares of arable land and woodland, 320 cows and 400 
calves. After seeing the farm, President Havel said that 
he became aware of how far Czechoslovak agriculture 
has to go to catch up. In his words, we also understood 

that agricultural mass production, of which some agri- 
culturalists are so proud, 1s very backward in comparison 

with how animals live in Denmark 

The economic part of the delegation headed by Vaclav 
Vales. deputy premier of the federal government. had 

talks with Danish Minister of Industry Anne Birgitiec 
Lundholt, about the associate agreement between Czech- 
osiovakia and the European Communities and about 
cooperation im the food industry. Vaclav Vales also 

described the method for using funds being made avaiul- 
able to Cvechoslovakia for the restructuring and for 

programs of retraming mining industry employees as an 
important theme of the talks 

Havel Grants News Conference 

LDOVOSOUSOST Praewe CTA in Enelish 1856GMT 
as Vu y¥/ 

[By unidentified CTK correspondent] 

[Text] Copenhagen May 28 (CTK}—Crechoslovak Pres- 
ident Vaclay Havel assured journalists here today that 

( vechoslovakia 1s a stable partner and its democratic 

devclopment 1s irreversible 

\l a press conference on the second day of his visit to 

Denmark he said there 1s no doubt about the mght of 
Slovakia (Czechoslovakia’s eastern third) to indepen- 

dence if Slovaks wish it. However, he added, all public 

opinion polls confirm that Slovaks do not want to split 
from the common state 

Havel mentioned his proposal tor a referendum but. he 

said, most of those calling for an independent Slovak 
State are opposed to a referendum. “They probably fear 
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they will lose.” Havel said. A just arrangement of the 

federation based on the equality of Czechs and Slovaks 

must be found 

Havel prarsed Denmark's support for the Czechoslovak 

application for European Community (EC) associate. 
and later. fuli membership. He thanked Denmark for its 

contribution to structural changes in Czechoslovakia 
within the G-24 group of indusinal nations. and the 

establishment of tunds in support of joint ventures. 

invesiments and entreprencurial training 

Havel said that Czechoslovakia wishes the Soviet Baltic 
republics to gain the measure of independence that thes 

are secking. bul to gain it by talks and not confrontation 

He noted that Czechoslovakia feels a linking of fates with 
these republics and 1s planning to open special interest 

bureaux in them 

Asked about Czechoslovak-NATO relations. Havel sand 

Czechoslovakia has not asked for admission to NATO 

and 1s satssfied with the relations of trust and coopera- 

tion with the alliance 

President Havel received the Sonning Prize. which has 
been awarded regularly since 1950 for extraordinary 
contributions to European civilisation, at Copenhagen 
University today. Guests at the ceremony included 

Queen Margrethe I, Premier Poul Schluter and Foreign 
Minister L ffe Ellemann-Jensen. Havel will devote the 
$00,000 Danish krone (80.000 dollars) connected with 
the prize to charity. Rector Ove Nathan described Havel 

as a living symbol of hope and tolerance 

Reportage on Ellemann-Jensen’s Visit to Romania 

HW 1ld0S 1/4439) 

For reportage on the visit by Foreign Minister Uffe 

Ellemann-Jensen to Romania. including reports on his 
talks with Romaman Foreign Minister Adnan Nastase 

and President lon Ihescu. see the Romania section of the 

24 May East Europe DAILY REPORT and subsequent 
ISSUCS 

Sweden 

Parliament Adopts New Law Concerning Lerrorists 
LD O&8US8 2049] Sraaholm Suc vis Radi Veotuors “_-* 

im Swedish 1020 GMT OS May Y/ 

[Text] The Riksdag today adopted a new terrorist law 

which will mean that municipal detention [kommunar- 

rest] will disappear and membership in a certain organs- 

zation will no longer suffice tor a deportation order. On 

the other hand, a person can be deported if a danger 

exists that he will commit or collaborate om political 

crimes. The obligation to report will also remain, but will 

be restricted to three years 
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Atakol Reacts to Vasiliow Remarks in New York 

142508173291 (Clandestine) Bayrak Radwo 

im Turkish to Cyprus 1530 GMT 25 May 91 

[Excerpt] Foreign and Defense Minister Kenan Atakol 
has sand that the Turkish Cypriot people have suffered 
more than cnough to acquire their freedom and indepen- 
dence and thal no one can force us to suffer more 

In response to a question by TAK [Turkish News Agency 

im € yprus] on remarks made by Greek Cypriot leader 

V asilou in New York to the effect that he was dispicased 

and disappointed with the Turkish Cypriot proposals. 

Atakol sand that reaction 1s not a new development 

He added that the Greek Cypriots expected the world to 

make a gift to them of the nmghts that they could not 

forcibly take from the Turkish Cyprnot side. He noted 

that during talks that have been held since 1968. the 

Cireck Cypriots have come up only with demands and 

have never proposed to give anything in return 

He continued: The proposals made by the Greek Cyp- 
nots contain only requests of the Turkish Cypriots. It 1s 

impossible to capect them to agree to anything that will 

not serve thei purposes. Since the real arm of the Cireck 

Cypriot policies 1s to hellenize Cyprus, they wall natu- 

rally oppose all proposals we put forward. [passage 
omitted] 

Paper Reports Denktas Letter to UN Chief 

NOC 2808124791 Istantiul MILLIVET in Turkish 
24 May Yi pl? 

[Turan Yavus report: “Cyprus Is on the Agenda Again” ] 

[Excerpt] Recent statements by US. Secretary of State 

James Baker on Cyprus, a letter sent by Rauf Denktas. 

president of the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus. 

to LIN Secretary General Perez de Cucilar, and Crreck 
Cypriot leader Yeoryios Vasilou's visit to the United 

States have placed the Cyprus problem high on the 

international agenda once again 

Although the members of the US. Congress welcomed 

Baker's statement before the US. House appropriations 

subcommiutice that the United States cxapects progress to 

be made on the land rssuc and the refugee problem in 
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<yprus and that the US. State Department ts main- 

taining its contacts with Turkish leaders on these ques- 
tions, a leticr President Rauf Denktas sent to Perez de 
Cucllar sand that despitc various claims, the political 

aimosphere in Cyprus 1s not conducive to an improve- 
ment of relations between the Turkish and Greck Cyp- 

not communitics 

Denktas’ Ieticr of 16 May, a copy of which was obtained 
by MILLIVET. was delivered to Perez de Cucllar by 
Over Koray, Denktas’ representative, last Monday. Den- 
ktas noted on hes letter that “the Turkish Cypriot side has 

done everything it could under existing conditions, but 
the Greek Cypriot side has failed to respond to the 
Turkish Cypnot mitiatives.” Denktas also expressed the 
following views to the UN secretary general: 

1. The Greek Cypriot leaders have yet to offer any 
initiative Or make any positive contribution to an agree- 

ment 

?. The Greek Cypriot side's failure to respond to the 

Turkish Cyprot mitiatives has scnously undermined 
UN Security Council Resolution No. 649 

%. The Greek-Greck Cypriot approach has created the 

impression that the Gireck Cypriot leaders want to aggra- 
vate the problem through provocations, as can be seen in 
their reyection of the Turkish Cypriot side's political 

equality. Meanwhile, the Greek Cypriot leaders have 
been attempting to have the system of guarantees 

changed in a way that will weaken Turkey's effective 
guaranice. Our understanding 1s that the Greck Cypriot 
leaders have also reyected the idea of a rotating presi- 

dency m a federal republic 

4. Despite various claims, the political atmosphere im 
(Cyprus rs not conducive to an improvement of relations 

between the Turkish and the Greek Cyprot communt- 

tics 

5. On top of all thes, the Greek Cypriot side 1s trying to 

impose its views on the UN General Secretariat and steer 

future developments in the direction nt favors. I 1s domng 

this by putting forward proposals on where and how the 

negotiations should take place 

Noting that the Turkish Cypnot side has done every- 

thing t could to contribute the negotiations, Denktas 

asserted: “The Turkish Cypnot side should not be 
expected to go any further at this stage.” [passage 

omitted] 
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L.S. Decision on Aid Ratio, Cooperation \ iewed 

NC2805114891 Istanbul MILLIVET in Turkish 
24 May Yi pd 

{Commentary by Sam: Kohen: “The Same Old Story ...} 

[Text] The House Foreign Relations Commitice’s deci- 
sion to maintain the 7:10 ratio in US. military aid to 

Greece and Turkey for the next fiscal year shows that the 
atmosphere in the US. Congress has not changed. There 
had been hopes that the Ozal administration's policy on 
the Gulf crisis in particular would change many things 
and improve the atmosphere in Washington. and the 

kind words of American officials only strengthened these 
hopes. In fact. on his testimony to the commiuticc, US 

Secretary of State James Baker took pains to praise 
Turkey's contribution during the Gulf crisis. Neverthe- 
less. all this was not cnough to change the outcome 
Despite the warnings of the U.S. Administration, the 
Greek lobby used its influence once again 

Although many believed that the United States had 
recently begun to display greater interest in and sym- 

pathy toward Turkey. 1 seems that mn the US. Congress 
this interest 1s confined to words and that the Greck- 
CGreck Cypriot lobby 1s able to do whatever i wants 

In light of all thes, let us now examine the practical 
impact of the commiutice’s decision. First of all, the 

decision 1s not final. The aid bill wall be circulated 
around the “Capitol” for some time. and there 1s the 

possibility, albert a weak onc, that the 7:10 ratio may be 

removed 

To maintain the 7:10 ratio, the proposed $625 millon 
worth of military ard was reduced to $500 million, but an 

extra $115 million was added to the orginal proposal of 
$75 millon worth of economic aid. In other words, the 
total aid package was reduced by only $10 milhon 
[figures as published] As some of the economic aid could 
be used to meet Turkey's defense needs. the $10-million 

reduction does not seem very significant. Of course, the 
nature of the military ard (grant vs loan) to be given to 
Turkey 1s an important consideration 

In short. the decision will not have much practical 

impact. Its importance hes more with its political umpli- 

cations 

Meanwhile, the concept of “strategic Cooperation” put 

forward by President Turgut Ozal during his visit to the 
United States remains a mere “idea on paper” even after 

the mectings that took place in Washington last week. I 
was clear that these meetings would achieve nothing. as 
the proposal was made without duc consideration and 

lacked any clear or concrete basis... lt was put forward in 

the belief that experts could develop i later 

It has become obvious that the delegation headed by 

Tugay Ozcer, under secretary at the Turkish Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, faried to do this during its meetings in 
Washington. Probably, the necessary homework should 
be done before talks on ihe matter are resumed. The 
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whole question of whether a “strategie cooperation™ 

agreement ts necessary must be studied and debated. If 1 
8 decided that there 1s a need for such an agreement. 
then the ficlds where ut will apply must also be studied 
and debated. Otherwise the concept will never be real- 
ized or will not benefit Turkeys 

The problems in Turkish-US. relations must be resolved 

before the concept of “strategic cooperation™ can be 
considered. The decision to maintain the 7:10 ratio 

while Tugay Ozcen was holding talks with Amerncan 
officials on the concept of “strategic Ccooperation™ shows 
how much still needs to be done here 

Ozal, Erdem, Akbulut Host Bulgaria's Vulkov 

1 42805181091 Ankara TRI Television Network 

m Turkish 1POO GMT 28 May 9! 

[Text] Bulgarian Foreign Minister Viktor Vulkhov has 
concluded his contacts in Ankara. President Turgut Oval 
received Vulkov at the Cankaya Mansion. Ozal con- 

ferred with Vulkov for some time 

The visiting minister was also received by Assembly 

speaker Kaya Erdem. At the meeting. Erdem expressed 

satisfaction at seeing the Bulgarian minister at the 
Assembly after such a long interval. Vulkov sand that 
bilateral relations will reach the desired level through 
such visits 

Vulkov was later recerved by Prime Minister Yildirim 
Akbulut. Akbulut sand that Turkey views Bu.garia as a 
friendly neighboring country and that the problems 

cxsting between the two countrnes can be solved through 
negotiations. Expressing the belief that Bulgaria has the 
same approach to the rsuc, Akbulut added that the 

devclopments observed in bilateral relations in recent 
years have been very encouraging. Akbulut concluded by 
saying that Turkey wishes to maintain good relations 
with all its newghbors 

Economic Protocol Signed With Tunisian Delegation 
1 AS808518049) Ankara TRI Television Network 

m Turkish 1PPOOGMT OS May 9! 

[Text] The Turkish-Tunisian economic committee has 
signed a protocol in Ankara. According to the protocol, 
bilateral cconomic, industrial, and technical relatrons 
will be increased. The protocol also envisages increasing 

bilateral trade volume and diversifying bilateral trade 
According to the protocol, a yout installation for dirs- 

mantiing ships will be built in Tunrsia. The two countries 
also are working to further speed up cooperation im 

various industrial fields The protocol also calls for 

cooperation in the fields of transportation, agriculture, 
and tourism. The protocol was signed by Industry and 
Commerce Minister Sukru Yurur and by Tunisian 

National Economy Minister Sadok Rabah 

Rabah was also received by Assembly speaker Kava 
Erdem and Prime Minister Yildirim Akbulut 
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Commentary on Jordanian Foreign Minister's Visit 

NC 2805131091 Istanbul MILLIVET in Turkish 

2) May Yi pd 

{Commentary by Professor Fahir Armaoglu: “ Al-Masri's 
Visit] 

[Excerpts] The saying “a miscalculation will come back 
to haunt you from Baghdad™ 1s very popular im the 

Turkish language. Jordan confirmed the validity of thes 
Saying with the policy « maintained during the Gull! 

crisis. Jordan and King Husayn maintained a policy 
completely opposite to that of many countries during the 
crisis, when ut could have at least adopted an impartial 

policy. However, King Husayn preferred to blindly sup- 

port Saddam Husayn. As if this was not enough. he and 
Crown Prince Hasan displayed an “anti-Turkish” att 

tude throughout the affair, They even encouraged 

“guided” demonstrations in the strects of Amman. King 

Husayn seemed to regard the Gulf crisis as an opportu- 
nity to demonstrate his hostile feclings against Turkeys 

This situation made the Turkish people more “amazed 
than angry 

King Husayn realized the serious mistake he made when 

the crisis was over. He moved quickly to rectify Jordan's 
relations with many countries, including Turkey. He also 

realized that the miscalculation he made came back to 

haunt him from Baghdad 

Foreign Monister Taher al-Masri arrived in Ankara on a 

three-day vest vesterday. To what extent al-Masri's v eset 

can contribute toward the improvement of the relatrons 
between the two countries, which have been seriously 

damaged. 1s difficult to predict. It 1s also difficult: to 
predict the time that wall be required for these relatvons 

to improve. Thes 1s because even if the Turkish Govern 
ment decided to forget the Jordanian statements against 

Turkey during the Gulf crisis. the Turkish public will 
need a long time to forget the deep scares left by Jordan's 

behavior, Meanwhile. if Jordan sincerely wants to 

restore the former level of its relations with Turkey. ut 

will have to make a significant effort in that direction 

[passage omitted] 

Turkey did not hesitate to support King Husayn al times 
of difficulty om the past, even when everyone thought he 

was a king on his way out. It was as if Jordan's cxrstence 

in the Middle East was a basic factor for Turkey's 
regional security. That 1s why an atmosphere of “mutual 
confidence” prevailed in the relations between the two 

countries. And that is why Ankara was surprised by King 

Husayn's policy in the Gulf crises and his stand against 
Turkey, which can be described as an “inauspicious 
approach. Therefore. we hope that the results of thes 

“unpleasant surprise” will be quickly removed by King 

Husayn through his well-known skillful and fearbk 

mancuvers in foreign policy 
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(Cooperation Agreement With Qatar Reported 

NO CONUS T5459) Istanted TERCUVWAN on Turkic 

2? Var vi ps 

[Tulon Koksal report: “Turkey To Become a Bridgc | 

{Exacerpts}] Turkes 1s preparing to act as a bridge between 

Europe and the Middle Eastern and Gulf countrnes. (1 

the delegation of burcaucrats and public and privat 

sector representatives who accompanied Monrster of 

State Isin Celeb on hes sisi to a number of Cull 

countries, the public sector officials concluded several 

important agreements for medium-term projects in 

Qatar. which was Celeti’s last stop. For the first time 
Turkey and Qatar signed a protocol to establish a joint 

cconomic committee. The protocol called tor laying a 

natural gas pipeline from Qatar to Europe through 
Turkeys. as well as for going ahead with three morn 

Important projects. [passage omitted] 

Ihe Werk lo Be Done 
|. Turkey and Qatar have agreed on a propect to lay a 

natural gas pipeline from Qatar to Europe through 

Turkeys. The representatives of Qatar's QOUPC [cxpan 

sion unknown) firm and Turkey's BOTAS [Pipeline and 
Petroicum Transport Corporation] will meet om Qatar in 

july to conduct a feasibility study on investment tor th 

project 

> A yount ethylene installation will be constructed in 

Qatar. and Turkey will umport the ethylene 
+ An sron mill will be constructed in Qatar, on addition 

lo a urca and ammonium factory 
4. The two countries have agreed that the volume of 

trade between them does not reflect their potential In 

view Of thes, businessmen will exchange visits om an 

attempt to mcrease the volume of trade between Turkey 
and Qatar 

S. The Turkish Petroleum Corporation will tender offers 
to Qatar about exploration and drilling operations 

f At the request of Qatar's technical delegation, Turkes 
has agreed to rovide professional advice on dev cloping 

Qatar's heght and medium industries 

\ pornt company will be established to determine th 

most favorable form of communication between the two 
countrics 

S Turkeys will provide professional advice to Qatar on 

agricultural production, livestock 

breeding. and poultry rarsing. Turkey will also prov nck 

protesssonal advice about the construction of the onstal 

latrons Qatar needs in these ficlds. [passage omitted] 

civtl asvtatoon 

lurkoman Leader Seeks International Support 

NO OMUS TISITY] Jutantedl TEROE WAN in Tarkio 

May YI p 

[Teat) Ankara. (A. A.) —Dr. Aydin Beyath, leader of th 

National Turkoman Party of Irag [NTPI], has sand that 
the Western countries must be as sensitive toward the 

lurkoman people as they are toward the Kurds in 
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northern Irag. He sand: “As on the case of the Kurds. the 

Turkoman people must be given help to return to then 
homes.” 

Dr. Beyath and two of the members of the NTP! 

executive council met with Eyup Assk. chairman of the 

Turkish Grand National Assembly's Human Rights 

Assessment Commission. Beyath sand “The returning 
Turkoman refugees are not being allowed into Karkub 
now. More than 2,500,000 Turkomans live on al-Mawsil 

Karkuk. and other towns in northern Irag. Turkey must 
support us Saddam Husayn must be forced to account 

tor the massacres he has carried out.” 

Eyup Assk sand that the Kurds and the Turkoman poopk 

were affected most by the oppression on Iraq Noting that 
the Western countries should support the Turkoman 

people as much as they support the Kurds. Asik sand that 

Turkey will oppose a move to hand over al-Mawsil and 

Kirkuk to any of the communitics as a “polrtecal brit 
to settle the problem of northern Iraq He asserted that 

the world should be opposed to this sndéca as well 

Balkan Health Ministers Issue Closing Statement 

14290871379! Ankara Turki Radvolant’ Netacr 

m durkhoh 10 GMT OY Vay 9) 

[Text] Health Minister Halil Sivgin has sand that the 

Balkan countries must promote fncendship and coopera 
thon among themsclyes beginning with humanitarian 

and health wssucs. The first meeting of the health munrs 

ters of the Balkan countnes ended in Istanbul today 
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In a Statement, Sivgin declared that the mecting was very 
constructive and extreracly beneficial, and he added that 

the foundations of strong, long-icrm cooperation among 
the Balkan countnes were laid af the conferenc« 

Noting that countnes located om thes arca had not been 

able to approach cach other duc to various rcasons 
Sivgin characterized the mecting as a significant sicp 
toward soldarnty among the Balkan countries 

Addressing the mecting. the health minisicrs of varnous 
participating countries indicated thal cooperatron om the 
ticld of health, to be carned out within the framework of 
the CSCE and m accordance with the process of the 
unification of Europe, would improve the health situa- 
thon on the regron. The issucs of coordinating progress im 
the field of health and medicine and of providing tor the 
flow of mformation were also taken up during the 
mecting 

\ pont statement issued after the mecting says that the 
health ministers of the Balkan countries will meet at beast 
once a year and that the neat mecting will be belo on 

Athens on 1992). Meanwhile, Turkey and \V uposlavia 
another of the paricipant countries, signed a Delateral 
agreement in Istanbul envisaging Cooperation in the tickd 
of health 

I \tradition Agreement Sigaed With Romania 

L Il808 163091 Ankara ANATOLI in bane 

O00 GMI OS May 91 

i Teat) Ankara (A.A}—Turkey and Romania on | wesday 
signed an agreement to orgamize a number of pudinsal 
msucs. It was signed by Justice *Arnestcr Olian Sungurlu 
and hes veseteng counterpart, Victor Batwuc. The agre: 
ment maimly aims at faciitating extradition of convicts 

between Turkey and Romania 
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